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CHAPTER 1 
Abstract 
Program execution usually occurs in a sequential manner, where 
instructions are executed one after another. Interrupts are 
mechanisms by which specific events cause the normal instruction 
stream to be suspended and another instruction stream to be started. 
On the DEC 20 under the Tops-20 operating system, the specific 
events which can be made to cause the normal instruction stream to 
be changed are quite a few. They are handled by the Pseudo 
Interrupt System (PSI system). This report is focused on the 
software interrupt system under the TOPS-20 operating system, 
ospocially on tho ~eans for Pascal programmers to utilize the 
interrupt systea. 
t~tu,a·· 
-
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CHAPTER 2 
Terminal Interrupt 
As we mentioned earlier, there are many conditions which can 
generate interrupts under Tops-20 operating system when the PSI 
system is enabled. Two conditions which are most relevant to Pascal 
programmers are Terminal Interrupt and Program Initiated Interrupt. 
"Terminal Interrupt" is discussed in this chapter, and "Program 
Initiated Interrupt" will be discussed in Chaper ll. Other 
conditions which can be made to cause the program to be interrupted 
will be briefly discussed later, 
As DEC 20 users, we are familiar with the phenomenon that when 
a control-T character is typed at tho ter1dnal during a prograz:i 
execution, tho current timo, the state of tho prograt:1, the az:iount or 
ay:stea timo uc used sinco loasing in and the load nveraGO tor the 
syatoc will be diaplayod in tho ton:unal. This i.a an oxamplo or 
tortiinill interrupt. Whon tho control-T oharactor is typed at tho 
ten:u.nal, tho nomnl in:struoUon atronu 1a ohaneod troi:I tho uaor 1a 
proara.::a to tho ayotea prograa whiob pr1ntts tho 1nfori:ation. Attor 
it. i'J.niahoo printing tho cao:usa00, th(I control return~ to tho uaor• .o 
prograi,; tho u.sor 10 pro~au continuoo oxooution: 
Tno Above ox«:iplo b 4 dofAult action ror tllt couputur a.rota:.. 
Oy dorauU. .iD ao-ilnt that tho :cr1.utoc vill pcrror= uuch An ooUon 
unless a different interrupt service routine for control-T is 
specified in tnr::i program by the programmer. 
An interrupt service routine is a procedure associated with a 
certain interrupt "channel 11 , which is a software entity so called by 
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), Each channel corresponds to a 
bit in one computer word. There are 36 channels which can be 
associated with different interrupt conditions under Tops-20 on DEC 
20. Some interrupt conditions are always associated with certain 
channels and can not be deactivated. Please refer to Fig. 1. There 
are 36 specific terminal keys which can cause interrupts when hit at 
the terminal during a program execution. Please refer to Fig. 2 for 
their codes, syrabols and characters. 
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Channel Pseudo Code 
0 - 5 
6 
7 
8 
X 9 
10 
X 11 
X 12 
13-14 
X 15 
X 16 
X 17 
18 
19 
X 20 
21 
22 
23-35 
.ICAOV 
.ICFOV 
.ICPOV 
.ICEOF 
.ICDAE 
.ICQTA 
.ICILI 
.ICIRD 
.rcnrn 
.ICIFT 
.!CHS£ 
.ICNXP 
Meaning 
Assignable by user program 
Arithmetic overflow 
Arithmetic floating point 
overflow 
Reserved for DEC 
Pushdown list (PDL) overflow 
End of File condition 
Data error file condition 
Disk full or quota exceeded 
Reserved for DEC 
Illegal instruction 
Illegal memory read 
Illegal memory write 
Reserved for DEC 
Inferior process termination 
or forced freeze 
System resources exhausted 
Re.served for• DEC 
Reference to non-existent page 
Asaignablo by uaor prograc 
.... 
Fig. 1 lntorrupta and their a~aoc1atod ubannols, 
."____ _ ..... -;~nr··,:ba."rmtl'S wlt.,, ~"llrtho .i'.ifl:l~- cofw:in 
.. . ro.prooont:i Panic Channels, which oannot bo 
oocsplotoly deactivated. 
Value Pseudo Code Control Character (or condition) 
------
----------- -----------------0 .TICBK Break 
1 .TICCA Control-A 
2 .TICCB Control-B 
3 .TICCC Control-C 
4 .TICCD Control-D 
5 .TICCE Control-E 
6 .TICCF Control-F 
7 .TICCG Control-G 
8 .TICCH Control-H 
9 .TICCI Control-I 
10 • TICCJ Control-J 
11 .TICCK Control-K 
12 .TICCL Control-L 
13 .TICCH Control-11 
14 .TICCU Control-ll 
15 .TICCO Control-0 
16 .TICCP Control-P 
17 .T!CCQ Control-Q 
18 .TICCR Control-R 
19 .TICCS Control-S 
20 • TICC1' Control-T 
21 .TICCU Control-U 
22 .TICCV Control-V 
23 • TICCU Control-W 
2ll .TICCX Cont.rol-X 
25 .T!CCY Control-Y 26 .T!CCZ Control-Z 
21 .TICES Escape 
28 .TICRB Rubout 
29 .TICSP Space 
30 .TICHF Dataaot 
carrier oi'f 
31 .TICTl Type.in 
32 .TlctO Typoout 33 .. 35 Roaorved t'or DEC 
. ·- E.tc.,-2 Th@ P.v .. •~Co4e-a :.a•.1-ehcir v.:..ffl':J w;.Nr-.ir,,,n:11'1,._ -~-· i.ur::J.r.~ ~ar-aot.~t'u or condi.t..t.uo~,on wnion 1ntorrupto o.an bo lni.ti«tod. PlOllao roror to l)il60 2• 36 on tho roraronoo ~mutl or Uut =:on.nor Cftll. 
s 
·-· 
Up to 19 control characters can be made to trigger interrupt 
service routines. A package of subroutines (written in MACRO) has 
been created by the author to make this easy for PASCAL programmer 
to do. If this package is not used, the programmer himself must 
build up a channel table and priority level table, enable the PSI 
system, enable certain channels and associate the control characters 
to the channels in his program. The details are explained in the 
next section. 
2.1 Example 
The following progrw:i illustrates the use of terminal 
interrupts in a MACRO prograia. Tho program counts and prints tho 
numbors from O to 119. If during the execution the user types a 
control-T, the program will display a message "Watch out.I Tno 
prouati is interrupted,"· If tho numbor is les3 thnn dociaal. 50, 
the prograci will then continue counting until another control-T is 
typod at tho tor=inul or it finishoa counting. 
A detai.lod explanation will rouow tho prouma and tho out.put 
Uot.logu. 
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TITLE TERHINAL INTERRUPT in MACRO 
SEARCH MONSYM, MACSYH 
;This p.rog.ram p.rints and counts f.rorn O to 50. ;If cont.rol-T is typed th.rough the terminal, a ;message "PROGRAM IS INTERRUPTED. 11 will be ;printed. 
LV3ACC: BLOCK 20 ;Fo.r storing accumu-
;lato.rs when the program 
;is interrupted. NUMBER: 0 ;For counting. 
PCLEV3: 0 ;Place fo.r storing the 
;PC when the level 3 
;interrupt occurs. CHNTAB: 3, ,NEWPLACE ; Channel table. 
BLOCK "'D35 
LEVTAB: 0 ;This is a priority 
0 ;level table. O,, PCLEV3 ;O,,location for storing 
;program counter when 
;priority level 3 
;interrupt occurs. START: RESET 
CALL PREPARE ;Initiation for terminal 
;interrupts. 
SETZM HUMBER ;Initiate "number" 
;to zero. 
l1EXT: HOVE 4,llUHBER ;Check if the value of ;"number" is less than 
;deoiaal 50, if it is 
;less than decimal 50 
;then prints it. 
CAW 4,"D50 
JRST EEND ;If it ia decimal 50 
;tbon so to "EEHD", HOVEI 1 I 1000 ;Arter the printing, 
;let it 1dlo for 1000 
;moro soconda. 
DISHS 
ERJHP ER.RCOH 
HOV&I 11,PRIOU ; Print tho nw:ioor in 
;dooJ.Q.al, 
MOVE 2,4 
ttov£I 3,"'010 
HOOT 
tRJHP ERRCOU 
7 
MOVEI 
PBOUT 
MOVEI 
PBOUT 
AOS 
JRST 
1, 12 
1, 15 
NUMBER 
NEXT 
;Skip to next line. 
;number:= number+ 1 
;Go to loop. 
;The following is the initiation of the terminal 
;interrupts. 
PREPARE: 
PUSH 
PUSH 
NOVEI 
NOVE 
SIR 
HOVEI 
EIR 
HOVEI 
HOVE 
AIC 
f·IOVE 
ATI 
POP 
POP 
RET 
17, 1 ;Store accumulator 1. 
17,2 ;Store accwuulator 2, 
1,.FHSLF;Setup this fork for 
;interrupts. 
2,[LEVTAB,,CHNTAB] 
;Set interrupt priority 
;level table and channel 
; table, 
1, .FHSLF 
;Enable software 
;interrupt system. 
1,, FHSLF 
2, [ 400000 , , 0] 
;Activate channel o. 
1,[.TICCT,,O] 
;Assign control-T to 
17 ,2 
17, 1 
;channel o. 
;Restore accumulator 2. 
;Restore accumulator 1. 
;Return. 
;Each interrupt !a associated with one cbannol. ;Tho following is tho interrupt service routine ;for channel O. lt 1'.irst stores all tho contents ;or accumulatora usins block transfer then it ;prints the mosaaso "Watch outl Tho program is ;intorruptod.a, then it restoroa all tho ;acououlators using block tranaror and thon ;discuasoa tho intorrupt ao that tho intorruptod ;prosrn= could resw:o ox-ooution trou tho plaoo ;whero it io intorrupted. 
UEWPLACB: 
UOVm-1 
HOV.El 
;Savo all tho accurJul-
;at.oro into tho block 
;atArtins rroc LV3ACC. 
17, LV3ACC+ 17 
17,LVJACC 
8 
BLT 17,LV3ACC+16 
HRROI 1,[ASCIZ/ Watch out! The program is interrupted. 
/] 
PSOUT 
HOVE 
BLT 
MOVE 
debrk 
;Print the message. 
17 ,[LV3ACC, ,O] 
17,16 ;Restore the accumulators 17,LV3ACC+17 
;Dismiss the interrupt. 
;The following instructions print the recent ;error message in this fork, 
ERRCOM: HRROI 
I] 
ESOIJT 
NOVEI 
movx 
HOVE! 
ERSTR 
ERJHP 
ERJMP 
HRROI 
PSOUT 
HALTF 
1,[ASCIZ/ERROR: 
1,.PRIOU 
2 ,< .fhslf ,,-1> 
3,0 
.+1 
.+1 
1, (ASCIZ/ 
JRST .-1 
EEtlD: HALTF 
END START 
/] 
When we execute this program, tho output looks like the 
following: 
9 
MACRO: EXAMPL 
LINK: loading 
[LNKXCT EXAHPL execution] 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 <---- A control-T character is typed 
at the terminal. 
Watch out! The program is interrupted. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 <---- Another control-T character is typed. 
Watch outl The program is interrupted. 
10 
11 
12 
AC <--- A control-C character is typed and 
terminates the program. 
The output demonstrates that the normal execution of' a program 
is changed when a terminal interrupt condition occurs. The prograa 
resumes execution from the place where it is interrupted. The 
output also shows that the impatient user used a control-C to 
terminate the progrw:i. T'nis 1s not dofined in this program and 18 
handled by tho PSI aystea. We will diaausa it later. 
flovt wo are 6010£ to oxpla.ln how tho &xaaple 1 progrw:i worka: 
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2.1,1 Initiate Interrupts 
PCLEV3: 0 
CHNTAB: 3,,NEWPLACE 
BLOCK "D35 
LEVTAB: 0 
0 
0, ,PCLEV3 
;Place for storing the 
;PC when the level 3 
;interrupt occurs. 
;Channel table. 
;This is a priority 
;level table. 
;O,,location for storing 
;program counter when 
;priority level 3 
;interrupt occurs. 
The two data structures, channel table and priority level 
table, must first be provided to the operating system if the user 
wants to define a terminal interrupt condition. Let's first discuss 
the channel table. 
The channel table is a 36-word block; each word corresponds to 
a channel, 0 to 35. Tho table apeoities the priority level (loft 
half word) and the starting address or tbo interrupt sorvico routine 
(right half word) for oacb of tho interrupt channels. In tho 
oxnaplo wo choao to use channel O in ardor to asaooiate tho control-
T interrupt cond1t..1on •at. lovol 3• (to bo oxpla.inod lGtor) with a 
norvico routino called tlEWPLACE. SO tho first .Uno or the tAblo la 
[ 3,. lliruPLACC J; tho rc:uun.ins 35 Hoos aro :orocu1 and aro alloca t.od 
in acoory by tho blog;; •435 HACRO paoudo-op. On tho DEC 20, tho 
1W.OCK• pnudo-op autocllticaUy 1n.1UaUzoa tho valuo or cu.ch 
11 
computer word of the block to O. 
The following data structure in PASCAL is used to give the 
reader a clearer idea about the Channel Table. 
CONST 
last_ohannel = 35; 
no_of_level = 3; 
(* from Oto 35 *) 
(* 1, 2 and 3 *) 
TYPE 
channel_table_word = RECORD 
left__tialf_word: 
1 •• no_of_level; 
r!ght_half_word: 
starting_address_of_the_interrupt_ 
service_routine; 
END; 
VAR 
ohannel_table: ARRAY[O.,last_ohannel] OF 
channol,_table_word; 
(H Hoto: 
starting_addreas_of_the_interrupt_sorvico_routine 
is not. a dofinod data type in this figure. It ia 
only uaod to represent tho aeaning of the right 
half word, and ot course channol_tablo_word is a 
36-bit couputor word. 
Fig. 3 Channel Tabla Structure roprasentud 
in PASCAL. 
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Hllf) 
The following figure (Fig. 4) shows the Channel Table 
Structure. 
Left-Half Word 
0 
(bit)O 
channel 0 
channel 1 
channel 2 
J 
J 
f 
channel 35 I 
level ( 1 .. 3) 
ti 
II 
11 
78 
Right-Half Word 
3 
5 
starting address of 
interrupt service routine! 
II 
II 
---------------------------------------------
Fig, 4 Channel Table Structure 
llote: For unused channels, a zero word should be placed 
in the channel table. 
Priority Lovo1 Table 
ffow, lot's diacuas the priority level tablo. h we indicated 
earlier, there are throe levels, that io lovol 1, 2 and 3, or 
priorities rocogn!zad. Prioa•i ty lovfU 1 has tho higlutst priority; 
lovol 3 has the least priority; and levol 2 1a in tho aiddlo. lf an 
interrupt 1a genorotod in a prooo:us whore tbo priority lovol !a 
givon by aiotako ao O, tho ayatea will intorprot lovol O na an 
13 
indication that the process is not prepared to handle the interrupt. 
When an event occurs that is assigned a higher priority than the 
priority of the event which started the routine currently in 
progress, the routine in progress will itself be interrupted while 
the service routine for the higher priority event is run. If their 
priorities are the same, then the newly occurring event won't be 
serviced until the routine in progress finishes running. 
The priority level table is a 3-word block; each word 
corresponds to a different priority level, from 1 to 3. The 
priority level table specifies, in the right half word, the address 
where the program counter can be stored when an interrupt of a given 
priority level is started. The left half word useless is not used. 
In the example we chose to make control-T a level 3 interrupt, and 
supply "PCLEV3" as the location in which to store the program 
counter when the level 3 interrupt occurs. So the third line of tho 
priority level table is (0,, PCLEV3] and the remain 2 lines are 
zeroes. 
Again, the following PASCAL data structure (Fig. 5) is used to 
oxpln.in this table. 
CONST 
TYPE 
VAR 
no_of_level = 3; 
useless= O; 
level_table_word = 
(* 3 priority levels*) 
(* represent the content 
is O *) 
RECORD 
left_half_word: useless; 
right_half_word: 
address_for_PC; 
END; 
level_table: ARRAY[1 •• no_of_level] OF 
level_table_word; 
(* note: 
"useless" & "address_for_PC" are not data types in 
PASCAL. They are used to represent the meanings, 
where the left half word of the table is not used 
(Therefore, the content should be 0.), and the 
right half word is the address for saving PC when 
an interrupt at a particular level occurs. 
HIIH) 
Fig, 5 Priority Level Table Structure represented 
in PASCAL 
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The following figure (Fig. 6) shows the Priority Level Table. 
left_half word right-half word 
0 11 3 
(bit) O 78 5 
level 1 
level 2 
level 3 
0 
0 
PC for level 1 
PC for level 2 
-----------------------------------------0 PC for level 3 
Fig. 6 Priority Level Table Structure 
Because level 1 has the first priority, it may interrupt level 
2 and level 3; level 2 has a higher priority than level 3, it may 
interrupt level 3, For saving different return addresses each level 
noeds a private PC 3torago location. 
2.1.2 Enable Software Interrupt System 
Aftor the Interrupt Channel Table and tho Interrupt Priority 
Lovol Table aro establhhod, we must bring tho addrosoen or tho two 
tablas to the attention or the oporatin& systoa via tho SIR uonitor 
call; onablo interrupts via tho EIH conitor call; and activato ovory 
apocirio oJ1annol uaod via tho AIC QOn.i tor call. 
PREPARE: 
• 
J«>Y8I 1,. FHSl.F ;Sotup tbio proaoao 
;tor intarrupta. 
HOV£ 2, (LEVTAB,, CIDn'ADJ 
16 
SIR 
MOVEI 1,.FHSLF 
EIR 
;Set interrupt 
;priority level 
;table and channel 
; table. 
;Enable software 
;interrupt system. 
When we use the ill monitor call, the process handle should be 
in accumulator 1, the priority level table address should be in the 
left. half word of accumulator 2, and the channel table address 
should bo in t.he right half word of accumulator 2. Process Handle 
is an identifier of a process. It is used to reference another 
process when processes want to communicate each other. For example, 
if a process wants to reference itself as in this example, it uses 
.a.OullI as proceas handle. For ttore information about process 
handles, pleaae refer to Jbo Honltor enu Qsocs' Guide. 
When wo use tho W 03onitor call, tho appropriate proco.ss 
handlo should bo in aocw::iulat.or 1. Control illwaya returns to tho 
inotruot1on following tho EIR monitor call. 
fJ.n.aUy, to lnd.icato to tho ayut.oa wlUcb 1ntorrupt cbaMoll aro 
bu1ng uaocJ, Lho •uc• monitor call .14 uaod. 
17 
MOVEI 
MOVE 
AIC 
1,. FHSLF 
2 1 [ 400000 1 IQ] 
;Activate channel O. 
When we use the !IQ monitor call, the process handle should be 
in accumulator 1 and a computer word with bit N set representing 
channel N set should be in accumulator 2. In this example, we use 
channel O to associate with the interrupt, therefore, we activate 
channel o. That it is channel O is shown by bit O being set in the 
computer word in accumulator 2. 
To activate channel O, the content in accumulator 2 
= (100 000 000 000 000 000,,0] (in binary) 
= [II o o o o o ,,oJ (in octal) 
.. 
I 
bit 0 
I 
bit 18 
To activate channel 11 the content in accumulator 2 
= [010 000 000 000 000 000, 10] (in binary) 
= [ 2 O O O O O , ,OJ Un octal) 
.. 
r 
bit 1 
.. 
I 
bit 18 
To activate ohannola O and 1, tho content in 
nocucula tor 2 
= [110 000 000 000 000 000,,0] (in binary) 
= [ 6 O O O O O ,.o] (in octal) 
I 
bit 0 
.. 
18 
bit 1 
2.1.3 Assign a Control Character to the Channel Activated 
After the channel is activated, we still need to assign a 
particular character to associate with the activated channel in the 
program. The particular character can be any one of the characters 
listed in figure 2. In this example, we choose a control-T as the 
character for terminal interrupt • 
. 
MOVE 1,[.TICCT,,O] 
hTI ;Assign control-T to 
;channel O. 
or 
MOVE 1,[-D20,,0] 
AT! 
Vhon tho All. monitor call is used, the left half word or 
accumulator 1 obould bo tho code for the control ohoraotor, and tho 
right half word or aocw:aulator 1 should bo tho chaMol nuabor 
aotivatod. .For terminal codoo, ploaH roror ~ Fig. 2. Ono can u:ao 
oitbor A nmbor or a eycbol to roprosant a tora1nal codo. For 
oxuplo. ono oan uao ,tJ'CCT or .ll2a. (roproaonta deoiaal 20) for a 
cont.ro1-r. 1bat. io• ono can put 1. • TlCCT or "D20 in tho lort halt 
word or ooo•ulator 1 botora tho •au• eon.I.tor olll b oxooutod. 
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For the right half word of accumulator 1, the channel number 
activated should be one of the channels from Oto 5 or from 23 to 35 
as we explained earlier. 
2.1.4 Generate a Terminal Interrupt 
To generate a terminal interrupt is very easy. All we have to 
do is to push control key and character T key at the same time. The 
program stops the normal execution, jumps to the newplaoe and prints 
the message - "Watch outl The Program is interrupted,". 
2.1.5 Process an Interrupt Service Routine 
When the interrupt ooours, the system stores the contents of 
the program counter into the address indicated by the right half 
word of the priority level table aoooring to the priority level of 
the interrupt. If the interrupt priority level is 2, then it stores 
the program counter into tho place specified by tho right halt of 
the aocond word in tho 3-plaoe priority level tablo. In the oxaaple 
explained here, the priority level is 31 therororo tho progrru:i 
counter is atorod in tho ploco apocifiod by tho third word or tho 3· 
place priority levol table, i.e., polovJ. lfow dooa the nyatcm know 
the priority level or tho interrupt? Bocawse tho 1ntorrupt which 
ocaurrod ia aoaociated vitb a oorta.ln cbannol, and rroa tba loft 
halt vord ot Ulo part,icular channol 1n tho cnaMol tAblo, Uto o:,ato:a 
CAD t.lnd tho lovol or tho .1ntorrupt. In tho oxm:iplo Uatod baro, 
ainco control•T ta o.uociotod with cb1Mol O (via. ATl monitor call), 
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from the left half word of channel O ( the first word of the 36-word 
channel table) the system knows the priority is 3, 
After it stores the program counter in the proper place, the 
system transfers control to the interrupt service routine associated 
with the interrupt. In this example, the interrupt which occured is 
ao3ocia ted with channel O, therefore, the system understands the 
starting address of the interrupt service routine is in the right 
half of the first word of the channel table. 
It is a good habit to save all the registers in the beginning 
of the interrupt service routine and to restore them back when it is 
going to leave the interrupt service routine. Of course, if some 
registers are not used in the interrupt service routine, it is o,k. 
not to save them. 
The lnst instruction in tho interrupt sorvioo routine must 
always be a J2ml.llK monitor coll to disaiaa tho interrupt and restore 
the prograa counter ao that tho program oxocution goos back to tho 
plaoo whore it waa interrupt.od, and to cako tho oporating systom 
roady for othor .interrupt.a. Tho :i.avod aocuaulatora ctuot of course 
bet rontorod bOforo t.bo D&DRK. 
It tho prouu hondlou difforont lovol:s or 1nterrupto, 
diftoront a.roai, c:1uist bo rocorvttd for d.J.trorcmt lcwalo or intorrupt.o 
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for saving accumulators. This is because that the execution of a 
lower level interrupt may be interrupted by a higher level of 
interrupt. Each level needs its own area to save the contents of 
the accumulators and restore them back before the DEBRK monitor 
call. 
2.1.6 An Experiment 
We can make an simple experiment on the function of the DEBRK 
monitor call to see if it really affects the program counter. 
Our assumption is that when the terminal interrupt occurs, the 
content of the program counter should be stored in the place 
specified in the right half word of the priority level associated 
with the level of the interrupt; and once the 11DEBRK" monitor call 
in the interrupt service routine is executed, the original program 
counter otored should be restored and the inter1•upted program 
execution could therefore be cont.inued from the place when it is 
interrupted. 
If this a:saw:iption 13 true then if we change the content of the 
progrw:i counter atorago placo 1ns1do tho interrupt servico routine, 
tho program, after the "D£BRK11 monitor call iu oxocutoa. :mould 
atart rrom tho now location inotoad or tho plaoo whcro it h 
intorruptod. 
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In order to demonstrate this, we add the following instructions 
in the program: 
NEWPLACE: 
HRRZI 17,NEWPL2 
MOVEM 17,PCLEV3 
MOVE 17,LV3SAC+17 
;This is also a changed part. 
NEWPL2: 
;The content of 
;accumulator 17 
;: [O,,NEWPL2] 
;Move accumulator 
; 17 to PCLEV3. 
;Restore the content 
;of accumulator 17. 
PUSH 17,1 ;Save accumulator 1. 
HRROI 1,[ASCIZ/ ;Print the message. 
OopsJ Program counter is changed, 
I] 
PSOUT 
POP 17, 1 
JRST EEND 
;Restore accumulator 
; 1. 
We oxpeot that when tho control-T character ia typed at tho 
torcinol, •Watab outl Too progrna is intorruptod." would be printed 
on tbe ac.reon, since it is the interrupt service routino. During 
tho oxacution or tho interrupt service routino, the program: counter 
11dobrk• 1a oxoout.od, r.bo progra:a uhould bo roinmod oxooution rroa 
printed nnd tho oxocuUon. ohould bo torm.nat.od, 
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It runs exactly as we expected. 
following: 
LINK: Loading 
[LNKXCT EXAMPL execution] 
0 
1 
2 
The output looks like the 
3 <---- A control-Tis typed in the terminal. 
Watch out! The program is interrupted. 
Oops! Progl'am counter is changed. 
Programmers could make the program resume execution from the 
place where they desire by changing t;he stored program counter in 
his program before the DEBRK monitor call in the interrupt service 
routine. They can even use a conditional branch to make the 
programs resume execution from different places according to 
specified conditions. 
CHAPTER 3 
Applications of Terminal Interrupt in PASCAL Programs 
Pascal bas procedures and functions calls which in some sense 
change the normal sequence of instruction to be executed. The 
normal execution of instructions will branch to the instructions in 
a procedure or a function when the procedure or function is called; 
and after the execution of the procedure or function, it goes back 
to the instruction right after the procedure or function call. All 
the procedure or function calls in PASCAL must be generated in 
source program. The location of the object codes for the procedure 
call or the function call is fixed, that is, the occurrence of a 
procedure call or tunction call is fixed according to the program. 
Once the program starts compiling and executing, there is no way t~r 
the programmers to decide when tho certain procedure or function is 
to be executed. 
We wrote a package consisting of two HACRO procedures, CONTROJ,. 
and BEWRll, 11biah can bo used au exturnal proooduroa in PASCAL 
progra:is to cako tol"Clinal lntorrupt poaa1ble. mo programmer 
aupplios two arguaonts in a call on CO:ITROL - the control chnraotor, 
nnd tho naco or tho proooduro to bu oxooutdd uhcm the control 
ohnraotor spooiriod .la t.ypod at. tho tormnal. Thia givoa tho 
prograi:u:umcs thu control on tho t.J.uo tboy dooiro tho proooauro to bo 
oxoout.ud by typini a control oboraat.or 1n Uto tom.in.al. Sinao thoro 
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are nineteen channels which can be used by DEC 20 users, the MACRO 
procedure has been designed to allow the PASCAL program define 
nineteen control characters and procedures. 
Following are the program listings of the PASCAL program and 
the external macro procedure. 
part. 
The explanation is in the comment 
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3.1 PASCAL Program 
PROGRAM INTERRUPT(OUTPUT) i (* EXAM31.PAS 
*) (* This program is just an example to *) (* demonstrate how to use the terminal *) (* interrupt by the PASCAL programmers. *) (* They can just call an external proc- *) (* dure CONTROL with two arguments 1) (I the first one is a control character*) (1 among control-A to control-Zand the') (* second argument is the prooeudre *) (* which is to be executed when the *) (* control character defined in the *) (1 first argument typed through the I) (* terminal. There can be nineteen *) (I CONTROL procedure calls in this I) (* program. 1) 
(• All the interrupt service procedures*) {* such as AAA, BBB, and DEF are not of*) ( • special meanings i they are just •) C• examples. Therefore, all the *} (* variables are just for demonstrating•) (* purpose. *) 
c• Please notice that at the boginning •) (• or each 
•) (1 interrupt service procedure, there is') (I an external procedure called "SAVEAC"I) ( • vhich is u:sed to a.ave all the acou- •) (• mulntors and at tho end of oaob •) (' interrupt service routine, there is 1) c• an external procoduro called •RETURU••) ( • which in uood to restore all the •) (• accumulatora and toll tho ucro pro- •> ( • gra that this is the end or the •) C• interrupt :servico proooduro, other- t) ( • w-iao, t.bttre ia no wny t.o let. tho •) ( • aaoro cUm:is:s t.ho ton:iina.l .lntorrupt. •) C • A:s tor tho do toil a or procoduro •) (• COHTR~ and procodura Rh"TUIUl, plouoo •) c• rotor to ooxt acct.ion. •) 
VAR 
n,r: iutmiR; 
IUT2: JJITEOER; 
At B, C, D, R, F: lUTf.G&a; 
INDEX: INTEGER; 
X: INTEGER; 
PROCEDURE RETURN; 
EXTERH; 
PROCEDURE CONTROL(CH: CHAR; PROCEDURE SERVICE); EXTERN; 
PROCEDURE SAVEAC; 
EXTERU; 
PROCEDURE ABC; 
BEGW 
SAVEAC; 
WRITELN('HELLO, THIS IS PROCEDURE ABC'); IHT :: INT DIV 10; WRITE( 1 AFTER DIVIDED Bl 10 1 ); WRITELU( 1 TIIE NUMBER BECOMES 1 , WT: 1); WRITELH; 
RETURH; 
end {abc}; 
PROCEDURE AAA; 
VAR 
I: INTEXJER; 
K: INTEGER; 
BEGIU 
SAVEAC; 
WRITE( 1 Hl THERE, THIS IS PllOCEDURB'); WRI1'ELHC 'AAA• ) ; 
I.UT := IHT • 2; 
WiUTE(. 'AFT&R ADDED ar 2 nu; HUISL'lt '): VRln:LU( 1BECOHES •, UIT: t); 
WRlftLU; 
RETUJUt; 
DID {AAA); 
PROCEDURE DEF; 
BEGIN 
SAVEAC; 
WRITELN( 1 HOWDY, THIS IS PROCEDURE DEF 1 ); 
INT:: INT* 2C; 
WRITE( 1 AFTER MULTIPLIED BY 20, THE '); 
WRITELN( •NUMBER BECOMES ', INT: 1) i 
WRITELN; 
RETURN; 
END {DEF}; 
PROCEDURE BBB; 
BEGIN 
SAVEAC; 
WRITELN( 1HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB'); 
IHT2 : = A + B + C + D + E + F; WRITELN( 'THE CONSTANT IS 1 , INT2: 1); 
WRITELN; 
RETURN; 
fllD {BBB}; 
BF.GIN {IHTERRUPT} 
IHT ;: 20; 
A :: 10; 
B :: 15; 
C :: 5; 
D :: 20; 
E :: O; 
F :: l; 
CONTROL( 1T', DEF); 
COUTROLC I GI I AAA) ; 
COHTROL( IX' I BBB); 
WRITELU(TTr, •nus IS A UTILITY PROGRAM. I); WRlT£Lff(Tl't, 'HIT •COflTROL-C" TO EXIT.'); 
VRin:Lfl; 
WRIT&t.H( 'lliE HUH.DER IS ', lllT: 1); 
IIRITELfl; 
FOR IUDBX :.: 1 TO 10000 DO 
BWIU 
X :c O; 
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WHILE X < 1000 DO 
X:=X+1; 
END; 
END {INTERRUPT}. 
3.2 MACRO Procedures 
The following is the program listing for the external 
procedures - CONTROL and RETURN. 
title interrupt utility - EXAH32.MAC 
SEARCH HONSYM, macsym 
intern saveac, return 
entry control 
;When the external procedure "control" is called in * 
;PASCAL program, the specific character which is the* 
;t'irst argument and will be typed at tbe terminal • 
;to oause interrupt is stored in accumulator 2; the t 
;starting address or the interrupt service routine • 
;which ia the second argument is atorod in accumulator 
;3 and the return address is stored in stack pointed• 
;by aocwaulator 17. t 
;Eaab time a control is called, it puts the priority • 
;level (which is 3 in this prosru)1nto tbe left halt• 
;word of tho ohaMel table • 
;and storea the starting address of the interrupt • 
;aorv1ce routine into the right half word ot the • 
;ohannol table. Arter it finishes all tbo taaka • 
;which inoludoa to oat up tho priority level tablo, • 
;to onablo the eottvaro interrupt ayotoa, to activato• 
;a channel and to asaisn the control cbaractor to tba• 
; ohannol, it inaroaaoa 1 to tho cbannal nw:aber • 
;availablo tor tho next control call. • 
;In oUlor vordo, uch ti&to tho p~"Ooodure control • 
;ia oallod, tho contant of tho ohaMOl tablo • 
;ia dittoront; tho into rm tion. in tho obannol tabla • 
;ia acouaulatod vhon. aoro procoduro controla ara ' 
;oallad. 8..lnco procoduro control dooo not daat.roy • 
Jtho intonaation atorad 10 t.bo channol t.ablo, it ooly• 
;o.aouauJ.ato1 n; and br tho tiao Uto laat control ta • 
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;called, the channel table has the complete infor- * 
;mation defined by the programmer. And Since each * 
;time, it activates the channel, assigns the specific* 
;control character to a certain channel when it is ff 
;called, By the time the last control is called, it* 
; enables all the channels to respond to the characters 
;defined by the programmer, * 
control: 
jrst main 
PCLEV3: 0 
CHNTAB: 
block "d36 
levtab: 0 
0 
O, ,polev3 
char: 0 
COUNTER: 0 
When this procedure is called, the channel is 
the content in accumulator 10. We have to 
rotate the bit 1 in (400000,,0] to the proper 
position and put the value into accumulator 2 
for the ATI monitor call, To activate a 
channel, when the ATI monitor call is called, 
; the process handle should be in accumulator 1 
and bit n where n is the channel number being 
activated should be in accumulator 2. For 
; exaciple, if we want to activate channel O tor 
; the current process, the process handle .fhslt 
; should be in accumulator 1 and (400000,,0] 
;should be in accumulator 2 when tho ATI monitor 
; call is exooutod. 1r we want to activate 
;channel 2 then (100000,,0] should be in acoumu-
;lator 2 (by rotate [~00000,,0] right twice). 
asaign: 
loop1: 
a&in: 
aove 2,[~00000,,0] 
ca.in 10 ,O 
rot 
loh 
aubi 10, 1 
Jr:at. loopl 
;-1 cean~ rotato 
; risht 0000. 
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opop: 
move 
subi 
movem 
1 o, counter 
2,100 
2,char 
11 , 3 
11 , 3 
10,counter 
11,chntab(10) 
;Counter is the 
; channel number 
;assigned to this 
;interrupt procedure 
;control call. 
;Convert the character 
;to control characters. 
;Store the character 
;for the AT! call. 
;Build the channel table. hrli 
hrr 
111ovem 
movem 
movei 
move 
sir 
move! 
eir 
movei 
call 
1, .fhslf 
2,[levtab,,chntab] 
1,.fhslf 
1,. fhslf 
assign 
;Enable interrupts. 
aic ;Activate interrupt 
; channel, 
move 10, counter 
brr 1, 10 
hrl 1 ,char 
ati ;Assign specific 
;control character 
; to the channel 
;activated in the 
;AIC call. 
aos 
move 
caio 
jrst 
movoi 
counter 
1,counter 
1,6 
cpop 
1, '"d23 
a.n.Ue 1, '"d35 
Jrot ug 
cove 1,aountor 
;Check if channol 
;ia greater than s. 
;It it is thon as.sign 
;dooimal 23 to it. 
;Check 1r obannol. 
;number ia sroator 
; than 35 • Ir it 
;1a then print tho 
;moaango and bolt. 
;Storo tho cbunol 
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popj 
lv3ac: block 20 
saveac: movem 
move! 
blt 
move 
ret 
return: 
move 
blt 
move 
debrk 
ERRCOM: HRROI 
/] 
ESOUT 
HOVEI 
movx 
MOVE! 
ERSTR 
ERJHP 
ERJHP 
HRROI 
PSOUT 
HALTF 
17, 
17,lv3ac+17 
17 ,lv3ac 
17,lv3ac+16 
17,lv3ac+17 
17 ,[lv3ac, ,OJ 
17, 16 
17,lv3ac+17 
11[ASCIZ/ERROR: 
1,. PRIOU 
2,<.fhslt', ,-1> 
3,0 
.+1 
.+1 
1, [ASCIZ/ 
JRST .... 1 
;next available in 
;memory location 
i counter. 
;Save all the 
;accumulators when 
;the interrupt 
;occurs. 
;Restore the ace-
;mulators. 
/] 
mag: hrroi 1,[asciz/ 
The i:iaximw number of procedure COHTROL hancllod by 
t.be systea is 19. Right now, you have moro than 
19. Plaaso aodify your program nnd try again. 
/) 
psout 
haJ.tr 
E?IO 
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3.3 Output Listing 
The output of the PASCAL program and the MACRO procedures looks 
like the following: 
<EX EXAM31.PAS, EXAM32.MAC> 
LINK: Loading 
[LNKXCT IHTERR execution] 
OUTPUT 
THIS IS A UTILITY PROGRAM. 
HIT "CONTROL-C" TO EXIT. 
THE NUMBER IS 20 
HOWDY, THIS IS PROCEDURE DEF 
A control-Tis typed 
--> at the terminal. 
AFTER MULTIPLIED BY 20 1 THE NUHBER BECOMES 400 
HI THERE, THIS IS PROCEDURE AAA 
A control-G is typed 
--> at the terminal. 
AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE NUMBER BECOMES 1'02 
HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB 
THE COHSTAHT IS 51 
HOWDY, nus IS PROCEDURE DEF 
A control-Xis typed 
--> at the terminal. 
A control-Tis typed 
--> at the terminal. 
AFTER MULTIPLIED BY 20, THE UUHBER BECOMES 8040 
HI THERE, THIS IS PROCEDURE AAA 
A aontrol-G is typed 
--> at tho terminal. 
AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE HUMBER B£C0HES 80112 
A control-C is typed 
.. C --> at the torminal. 
·3.4 A Revised Version of Macro procedure - CONTROL 
In the example listed above, the program execution will be 
suspended when the specific control characters which are defined as 
the first argument in procedure CONTROL calls are typed at the 
terminal, and resumed from the place where it is suspended when the 
interrupt service routines which are defined as the second argument 
finish. We modify the MACRO program and the PASCAL program so that 
the process which executes the PASCAL program will not be suspended 
when the control characters are typed at the terminal. To achieve 
the goal, an inferior process will be generated and set to running 
at the same time as the superior process; the superior process is 
responsible for handling the terminal interrupts, and the inferior 
process is responsible for the PASCAL program execution. The 
superior process won• t be terrainated until the inferior process 
terminates. 
3.~.1 PASCAL Program - Version 2 
The main difference between the following PASCAL progra~ 
and tho previous version is adding a call to external procodure "ENABLE" in this version. The reason will be 
explained after tho output listing. For demonstrating purPoso, tho main program part is designed to first print 
a aoasage - "This is a utility prosram. Hit capital nrn tor ex.iting." and wait until the usor typos a capital"?" lottor to torciinato tho prograc, and the rost or tho 
program roculina unchanged. 
PROORAM IHTERRUPT(WTPUT); (• prosrru::i 8X3~1.PAS i) 
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VAR 
INT: INTEGER; 
CH: CHAR; 
INT2: INTEGER; 
A, B, C, D, E, F: INTEGER; 
PROCEDURE RETURN; 
EXTERN; 
PROCEDURE CONTROL(CH: CHAR; PROCEDURE SERVICE); EXTERN; 
PROCEDURE ENABLE; 
EXTERN; 
PROCEDURE SAVEAC; 
EXTERH; 
PROCEDURE ABC; 
BEOIU 
SAVEAC; 
WRITELN( 1 HELLO, THIS IS PROCEDURE ABC•); INT:; !i~ DIV 10; WRITE( 1 AFTER DIVIDED BY 10 TifE HUHBER t ) ; WRITELU( 1 BECOMES 1 , DIT: 1) ; 
WRITELH; 
RSTURll; 
E11D (ABC}; 
PROCEDURE AAA i 
BEOitl 
SAV&AC; 
\lilltitLH( •1u THERE, nus IS PROCiDURB AAA 1 ); lilt : :11 DIT + 2; 
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WRITE( 1 AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE NUHBER BECOMES 1 ); WRITELN(' 1 , INT: 1); 
WRITELN; 
A : : O; 
B : = O; 
C :: O; 
D :: O; 
E : = O; 
F :: O; 
RETURN; 
END {AAA}; 
PROCEDURE DEF; 
BEGIN 
SAVEAC; 
\/RITELllC 'HOWDY, THIS IS PROCEDURE DEF'); INT :: INT * 20; 
WRITE('AFTER MULTIPLIED BY 20, THE'); WRITELH( 1 HUMBER BECOMES ', IHT: 1); 
WRITELH; 
RETURN; 
EUD (DEF}; 
PROCEDURE BBB; 
BEOIH 
SAVEAC; 
llRITBLH( •HI, 'l11IS IS PROCEDURE DDB•); DIT2 :: A + B + C + D + E + F; WRIT£LH( •THE CONSTANT IS 1 , DlT2: 1); WRITELH; 
RmJml; 
£HD (BBB}; 
PROCEDURE IHlT; 
SEGUI 
Of :11 t •; 
wr :: 20; 
A:• 10; 
B :a 15; 
C :• S; 
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D := 20; 
E : = O; 
F : = 1 i 
END; 
BEGIN {INTERRUPT} 
INIT; 
CONTROL( 1 T1 , DEF); 
CONTROL('G', AAA); 
CONTROL( 'X 1 , BBB) ; 
ENABLE; 
WRITELN(TTY, •This is a utility program. '); WRITELN( tty, 1 Hit capital 11Y" for exiting. '); WRITELtl; 
WRITELN( 'THE NUMBER IS ', INT: 1); HRITELN; 
READLN(TTY) i 
IF CH<> ,yr THEN 
REPEAT 
READ(TTY, CH); 
UNTIL CH : 'Y 1 ; 
END {interrupt}. 
3.4.2 MACRO Program - Version 2 
TITLE INTERRUPT UTILITY - Verion 2 
;EX342.HAC 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 'NO PROCF.SS£S t ; ........................ . 
SEARCH MOUSYH, HACSYM DITERU COHTROL, RETUJUl, SAVl:!AC EUTRY ENABLE 
;Control, roturn and enable are three oxtoroal ;proooduroa or tho PASCAL progrWJ, voraion 2. 
;A now procoao (inC6rior proaeas) will bo gonorntod ;whon tho ~ aonitor call is oxoautod, ond ;tho in.t'orlor procooa will f,,O bilck to oxoouto tho ;PASCAL pro&rnl:3 wbon tho~ conitor call 10 ;oxocutod. Tho auporior prooa:sa will handlo tho ;1ntorrupta ooourod until tho inf'orior proooao ; torc!Mtoo. 
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;When the external procedure "control" is called in 
;PASCAL program, the specific character which is the 
;first argument and will be typed at the terminal 
; to cause interrupt is stored in accumulator 2; the 
;starting address of the interrupt service routine 
;which is the second argument is stored in accumulator 
;3 and the return address is stored in stack pointed 
;by accumulator 17, 
;Procedure CONTROL functions as part of an 
;initialization; it provides the information on 
;the specific character typed at the terminal to 
;cause the interrupt and the interrupt service 
;associated with the interrupt. With these infol'-
;mation, the channel table can therefore be set up. 
;When ENABLE is called, the channel table and the 
;priority level table are all set up, we can enable 
;the software interrupt system now. 
ENABLE: JRST MAW 
HAIHFK: 0 
PCLEV3: 0 
CHNTAB: 
BLOCK "D36 
LEVT/113: 0 
0 
0, ,PCLEV3 
CHAR: BLOCK "'D26 
TEHP10: 0 
COUHTER: 0 
TEHPl: 0 
TEMP2: O 
;Procedure control is for settins up the channel 
; tabla - CHUTAB ; it converts the content in 
;aocw:iulator 2 into the control oharactor and put5 
;it into tho array - CHAR tor la tor uae, 1. o., 
; the .Ail aoni tor call in MAIJI. llhcn COUTROL 
;is oallod, the content in nocuau.lator 2 is tho 
;ASCII coda for tho charactor dofined by the PASCAL 
;programr:1or as tho tirat arsuaont. Tno cbaract~r can 
;bo converted into a aorroaponding control oharaotor, 
;ror oxamplo, control-A for aharaotor 'A', control-ll 
ifor Charactor •u• , •••• and control-Z l'or ohoractor 
;•z• by aubtracting ootnl 100. And au vo contionod 
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p;earlie:r, the control character will be used for the ; ATI monitor call in MAIN to associated with certain ; channel for terminal interrupt, after the software ;interrupt system is enabled. 
CONTROL: 
PUSH 17, 10 
MOVE 10,TEMP10 
CAW 10 ,6 
HOVEI 
PUSH 
MOVE 
HM 
3,"d23 
17, 11 
11,[3,,oJ 
11,3 
;Stores Accumulator 
;10 into stack. 
;Move the content of 
;•temp10' into 10. 
;The initial value 
;of TEMP10 is O. We 
;use the content in 
;the accumulator 10 
; for the channel 
;number to be associ-
;ated the specific 
;character and the 
;interrupt service 
;routine assigned 
;by the PASCAL 
; progrSJ:1111er. 
;If the content of 
;accumulator is 6, 
;we have to assign 
;decimal 23 as the 
;channel. Because 
;from channel 0-5 
;and from channel 
;decimal 23 to 
;deoi.tlal 35 can bo 
; used by the DEC 20 
;users. 
;All the interrupts 
;aro or tho HlilO 
;lovol, which is 3. 
;Vo aovo 3, which ia 
; tho intorrupt 
;priority level into 
; tho loft half word 
.and :oro tho right 
;half llOrd. 
;S1noo aocu.uulAtor 3 
;10 T.ito atarUag 
;11.ddrou or tho intor-;rupt aorvioo rout1no, 
MOVEH 
SUBI 
HOVEH 
ADDI 
HOVBM 
POP 
POP 
AOS 
BET 
11,chntab(10) 
2,100 
2,cbar(10) 
10,tcmp10 
17, 11 
17, 10 
COUNTER 
;We move it into the 
;right half word of 
;accumulator 11, 
;The content in aoou-
;mulator 10 is the 
;channel number asso-
;oiated with the 
;specific control 
;character and the 
;interrupt service 
;routine. We use an 
;indexed addressing 
;to move the content 
;of accumulator 11 
;into the appropriate 
;place in channel 
; table. 
;Now convert the 
;character into its 
;corresponding control 
;character by sub-
;tractins octal 100 
;from the ASCII code 
;of the character. 
;Use another indexed 
;addroasins to store 
; the ASCII codo of 
;tho control character 
;Add 1 to accumulator 
; 10 tor next COHTROL 
;call. 
;Save it in WIP10. 
;Countor 1a u.aed tor 
;countintt tho nuabor 
;ot channolo russignod 
;ao tar. 
;Proooduro A.SSIOU 11 called ror tho AlC wnitor call ;in LOOP. It eata tho appropriate bit. Plaaao rarer ; to tho oxplaoation of tho UC monitor OilU in tho ;prov!owa choptor. 
2,TDlf'l 
1 ,[liOOOOO, .oJ 
MOVEM 3, TEMP2 
CAIN 3,0 
JRST EEND 
LOOP1: LSH 1,-1 
SUBI 3, 1 
CAIE 3,0 
JRST LOOP1 
EEND: MOVE 3, TEMP2 
MOVE 2, 1 
RET 
;When the ENABLE is called, we know the priority ;level table and the channel table are all done. ;We can create an inferior process and let it go ;back to continue executing the PASCAL program; ;and let the superior process handle the terminal ;interrupts. 
MAIH : J RST SS 
PR2AC: BLOCK 20 SS: HOVEM 171PR2AC+17 
17, PR2AC 
17 ,PR2AC+16 
17,PR2AC 
;Savo the contents 
;of the accumulators 
;for the inferior 
;proceos. 
HOVEI 
BLT 
HOVE 
MOV£I 
HlVx 
MOVEI 
CFORK 
1,.FHSLF 
1,CRJMAPlCRjCAPICRJACS 
2,PR2AC 
ERJftP WCOH 
WVEH 1,HAlJf Pl 
;Croate an 1nror1or 
;prooeaa. Tho interior ;procoaa will bavo tho ; name aocory, capa-
; bili tiea and accuau-
;latoro with tho 
;auper1or proooaa. 
;Plaatt0 notice that tho ;1ntor.1or proooaa von• t ;otart runn1ag until tho ;SFORK aonitor call later 
;Savo tbo tork bandlo ;tor t.hio procoaa t.o ;contl'ol(oocaWlloato) ; tho inferior procou1. 
MOVEI 1,. FHSLF 
;Please refer to the 
;previous chapter for 
;the comment of the 
;following segment. 
MOVE 2,[LEVTAB,,CHNTAB] 
SIR 
MOVEI 1, .FHSLF 
EIR 
SETZII 4 
MOVEI 1,.FHSLF 
LOOP: ;AIC and ATI monitor 
;calls for each channel. 
CAML 4,COUNTER 
JRST STARTF 
MOVE 3,4 
CAIN 3,6 
HOVEI 3,"'D23 
CALL ASSIGN 
HOVE! 1, .FHSLF 
AIC 
HRLZ 1,CHAR(4) 
HRR 1 ,3 
AU 
ADDI 3 I 1 
ADDI 4, 1 
JHST LOOP 
STARTF: ;Lot the inferior 
;process start 
;executing tho 
; PASCAL program. 
HRflZ 1,HAINFK 
MOVEI 2,CPOPJ 
COHTill: SFORK ;Start a process, 
;the program counter 
;for tbe routine to 
;rostoro the return 
;stack(17) and 
;continue PatJoal 
; progrna at tor 
;ErlABL6 call 
;is in acow:iulator 2 
:and tbo proaoas 
;bnndl o 1o 1n acaucu-
;lator 1. 
ERJHP ERRCOH 
MOVE 1,HADIPK 
Wf'ORK ;Wait until tho 
-3 
HALTF 
HRRZ 
TXO 
JRST 
lv3ao: block 20 
1,MAINFK 
1,SF%CON 
CONTIN 
saveao: movem 17 ,lv3aa+17 
raove1 17 ,lv3ac 
blt 17 ,lv3ao+16 
move 17,lv3aa+17 
rot 
;process finishes. 
;That is, the superior 
;process will stop 
;execution when the 
;inferior process 
;stops running. 
;Suppose an CONTINUE 
;is typed by the user, 
;go to CONTIN to 
;continue the inferior 
;and wait again for it 
;to terminate. For 
;continuation of the 
;inferior, the argument 
;to SFORK is the fork 
;handle in the right 
;half of accumulator 1 
;and a flag called 
;SF%COH in theleft half 
;of accumulator 1. The 
;process will resume 
;execution from where 
;it was halted. 
;At tho end ot an interrupt service routine, it disaiases 
;tbe 1ntorrupt and roaW11e oxecution. Please rotor to 
; the prov iou.s cbaptor tor tho DEBRK aonJ. tor call. 
RETURH: 
GOVO 
blt 
cove 
dobrk 
DEDRK 
RRRCOH: HRROI 
&sOOT 
HOVEI 
MOYX 
HOYEI 
ERSTR 
17 ,Clv3ao, ,o] 
17, 16 
17,1¥)40+17 
1,[ASCIZ/iRROR: /J 
1, .PRIOU 
2,<.FHSLF, ,•1> 
3.0 
ERJMP .+1 
ERJMP .+1 
HRROI 1, [ASCIZ/ 
/] 
PSOUT 
HALTF 
JRST .-1 
CPOPJ: 
HOVE 17,[PR2AC, ,OJ 
BLT 17, 16 
MOVE 17,PR2AC+17 
POPJ 17, 
EllD 
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The output listing looks like the following: 
<EX EX341,PAS, EX342.MAC> 
LINK: Loading 
[LNKXCT INTERR execution] 
OUTPUT 
This is a utility program. 
Hit capital 11Y11 for exiting. 
THE NUMBER IS 20 
-->A control-Tis typed. 
HOWDY, THIS IS PROCEDURE DEF 
AFTER MULTIPLIED BY 20, THE NUMBER BECOMES 400 
-->A control-G is typed. 
HI THERE, THIS IS PROCEDURE AAA 
AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE NUMBER BECOMES 402 
-->A control-Xis typed. 
HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB 
THE CO?lSTAHT IS 0 
-->A control-Tis typed. 
HOWDY, THIS IS PROCEDURE DEF 
AFTER MULTIPLIED BY 20, THE NUMBER BECOMES 8040 
-->A control-a is typed. 
HI THERE, THIS IS PROCEDURE AAA 
AF'fER ADDED BY 2 THE uur,mER BECOHES 8042 
-->A control-Xis typed, 
HI, TiiIS IS PROCEDURE BBB 
THE COUST AUT IS 0 
y 
-->A character 11Y11 is 
typed, it terminates 
the inferior process 
and tho superior process 
is also torminated 
duo to the WFORK aonitor 
call, The WFORK monitor 
call cause tho superior 
process to Wait for an 
interior procoss to 
ten:unato and thon it 
torminatoa too. 
3.4,3 Discussion 
What the result will be if the user redefines the interrupt 
service routine for a given control character? For example, the 
Pascal programmer defines two CONTROL procedures in his program, 
let's say CONTROL( 1X1 , BBB) and later CONTROL('X', AAA). If he 
types a control-X in the terminal when the program is executing, 
which procedure will be the interrupt service routine, procedure BBB 
or procedure AAA? 
As we know, when the procedure CONTROL is called, the macro 
program assigns a specific channel for the control character and its 
interrupt service routine. The control character is associated with 
the channel assigned (by the ATI monitor call). So when a specific 
control character is typed in terminal during program execution, the 
system can find its as30oiated channel; and because of the channel, 
the system can find its associated interrupt service routine from 
channel table (Tho ohnnnol would be tho .index or the channel table 
t·or the starting address or tho interrupt service routine.). 
Wbon tho progrru:=or dotinos two interrupt aorvioo routinon tor 
tho sw:so control oharaotor, tho cbannol wbicb io aaaociated witb tho 
control charaotor at tho nucood procuduro oall io no longer tho DlWO 
aa vbat in auuooiatod vith tnat control charaotor nt tno first. 
proccduro call. ntcrotoro, vhon th.la control cnrwactor ia typod tn 
tora!Ml dur.ina prov.u uxcauUon, tho anannol onabhd ia tho lotoat. 
channel assigned; the interrupt service routine is also the latest 
assigned one too. 
From the above explanation, procedure AAA will be performed 
when the user types control-X in terminal during program execution 
if he defines CONTROL( 'X' ,BBB) first and CONTROL( 'X', AAA) later. 
Readers who are interested in this can modify the program and 
execute it by yourselves. 
If the most recently defined procedure will be performed, in 
the case we discussed, is there any way we can let the interrupt 
service routine which is defined earlier be performed? T'ne answer 
is "yes", but the reason will be explained later in the discussion 
in Chapter 4. 
To have one process handle the PASCAL progriW and the other 
handle tho terminal interrupt would take less execution title than to 
hove only one procosa handle both PASCAL prosram and the terminal 
interrupts. Tne reason to add the £HABLE call after all the COHTROL 
calla in tho PASCAL prosrau ia to infora tho HACRO prosru that it. 1 a 
ti=e to croato tho inferior procoaa. 
Tho rcaaon to let tho 1ntorior procoaG handle tho PASCAL 
prot;rms b that whon t.ho int'orior procoH rin.ianoa oxocution, tho 
aupor.ior procosa Mill alao atop ruruuns duo to tho WFORK @n1tor 
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call; there is no sense to let the superior process respond to the 
terminal interrupt once the PASCAL program finishes execution. 
When the monitor call SFORK (to start a fork) is executed (it 
is right after the label CONTIN. ) , the process whose process handle 
is in accumulator 1 and the program counter is in accumulator 2, 
will start execution. The monitor call CFORK creates a fork but 
does not start it until the monitor SFORK is executed; and when the 
SFORK monitor call is executed, the process handle to manipulate the 
inferior process is in accumulator 1 and the program counter CPOPJ 
is in accumulator 2. CPOPJ is a label for doing two things: ( 1) 
Move back to accumulator 17 what has been stored in PRCACS+17, the 
return address to the statement following the EllABLE call in the 
main PASCAL program. (2) Perform a return action, which is to pop 
the contents of accumulator 17 into tbe program counter and continue 
execution. Now, the PASCAL program is in execution by the inferior 
process. 
condition. 
The superior process is in charge or tho interrupt 
Thero aro other ways to arrange tho MACRO program and still got 
the .same result. Tho MACRO program can bo modified ouch that tho 
procodure COHTROL is tho oamo as tho tirat vorsion, and wban tho 
EHABL& is called, it creates an inferior procoao and tho int"orior 
prooosa aoon goaa back to ox:oouto tbo PASCAL prosr111. To achieve 
thJ..o, wo oan UDO •HOVB 1,[CRSMAP+CRJCAP+CRSST+CPOPJJ• to oroato tho 
inferior process. Since the CR%ST flag is set, it means the right 
half word in accumulator 1 is the place where the inferior process 
starts execution. The inferior process starts execution from 
11 CPOPJ 11 , it moves back the original stack pointer and performs a 
return action; it starts execution of the PASCAL program now. 
The way to handle the AIC monitor call can also be modified 
such that the contents of the accumulator 2 (with the appropriate 
bit set) are accumulated, and only one AIC monitor call is needed. 
To demonstrate that there are two processes running at the same 
time, the following changes are made in the Pascal program: 
1. Remove the statements in PASCAL program related to 
interactive programming, such as READLN(tty), READ(tty, 
oh), •••• 
2. Add two more variables X and ItlDEX to the program 
IN6. PAS. There are two loops added in the main program 
in IN6. PAS. The outside loop will perform 10000 times; 
each time it will reset X to O and perform an inside 
loop. What the inside loop will do is it won't stop 
adding 1 to X until the value of x is equal to 1000. 
3. In procedure AAA which is the interrupt service routine 
for oontrol-0 oharacter, print the value of X twice at 
different times. If the two values or X are different, 
that provo:s there really 15 another prooeas handling the 
aain program part ot' the PASCAL prograJ:J. 
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The modified PASCAL program is listed below: 
PROGRAM INTERRUPT(OUTPUT); 
( * program IH6 , PAS *) 
VAR 
INT: INTEGER; 
IHT2: INTEGER; 
A, B, C, D, E, F: INTEGER; 
INDEX: INTEGER; 
X: IHTEGER; 
PROCEDURE CONTROL(CH: CHAR; PROCEDURE SERVICE); 
EXTERN; 
PROCEDURE ENABLE; 
EXTERU; 
PROCEDURE RETURll; 
EXTERU; 
PROCEDURE SAVEAC; 
EXTERU; 
PROCEDURE ABC; 
800111 
SAVEACi 
WRIT£LH( 'HELLO, nus IS PROCEDURE ABC'); 
lllT ;: IHT DIV 10; 
WRITE( 'AF1'8R DIVIDED BY 10 n1B uutmER 1 ); 
WRITELH( 'BECOMES •, IHT: 1); 
VRITELH; 
REnJ1Ul; 
fJIO (ADC}; 
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PROCEDURE AAA; 
VAR 
I: INTEGER; 
K: INTEGER; 
BEGIN 
SAVEAC; 
WRITE( 1 HI THERE, THIS IS PROCEDURE 1 ) i 
WRITELN( I AAA I ) i 
INT := INT + 2; 
WRITE(' AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE NUMBER 1 ) i 
WRITELH( 1BECOMES 1 , INT: 1); 
WRITELN; 
WRITELN('X = ', X); 
A :: O; 
B :: O; 
C : = O; 
D :: O; 
E := O; 
F := O; 
FOR I:: 1 TO 100000 DO 
BF.GIH 
FORK:: 1 TO 10 
DO; 
END; 
WRITELN( 1X = ', X); 
FORK:: 1 TO 1000 
DO; 
RETURll; 
END (AAA}; 
PROCEDURE DEF; 
B£0IU 
SAVEAC; 
WRITELH( 'HOWDY I nus IS PR0C£DU RE DEF' ) ; 
IHT ;: IffT t 20; 
WRITE{ •AFTER KUt.TIPLli!D ar 20, TUS '); WRIT£Lf1( 'HUliDER DECOHES 1 , WT: 1); 
WRITELN; 
RETUR!I; 
£UD (DEF); 
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PROCEDURE BBB; 
BEGIN 
SAVEAC; 
WRITELN( 1 HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB'); 
INT2 := A + B + C + D + E + F; WRITELN( 1 THE CONSTANT IS 1 , INT2: 1) ; 
WRITELN; 
RETURN; 
END {bbb}; 
PROCEDURE IN IT; 
BEGIN 
INT :: 20; 
A := 10; 
B := 15; 
C : = 5 i 
D : : 20; 
E := O; 
F : = 1 i 
END; 
BEGIH {INTERRUPT} 
IHIT; 
COHl'ROL( 'T 1 , def) i 
COHTROL( 'G' , AAA) ; 
CONTROL('X', BBB); 
EHABLE; 
WRITELJI( tty, 'This is a utility program. ' ) ; WRITELH(tty, 11lit "COHTROL-C 11 to ox.it.•); 
WRITELH; 
WRITELN( 1 THE HUMBER IS ' , IHT: 1) ; 
WRITELll; 
FOR INDEX:: 1 TO 10000 DO 
BEOIH 
X :: O; 
WHU.E X < 1000 DO 
X := X + 1; 
EHDi 
£!ID (IUTERRUPT}. 
Too output looka liko tho ro11ow1na: 
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<EX IN6.PAS, EX3lJ2.MAC> 
LINK: Loading [LNKXCT INTERR execution] 
OUTPUT 
This is a utility program. 
Hit "CONTROL-C 11 to exit. 
THE llUMBER IS 20 
-->A control-G is typed. HI THERE, THIS rs PROCEDURE AAA AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE NUMBER BECOMES 22 
X = 910 X = 910 
-->A control-G is typed. HI THERE, THIS rs PROCEDURE AAA AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE NUMBER BECOMES 2lJ 
X = 910 X = 769 
-->A control-0 is typed. HI THERE, THIS IS PROCEDURE AAA AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE HU~WER BECOMES 26 
X = 769 X = 769 
-->A control-0 is typed. HI THERE, niIS IS PROCEDURE AAA AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE HU~WER BECOMES 28 
X = 769 
X = 999 
~c 
-->A control-C is typed 
to terminate the program. 
The output ah<mn that once tho control-G is typed in terminal, 
the two values or X are different. Plea.so notice that aomotimes wo 
got tho aame X value in ono control-a typing, this ia bocau:JG the 
interior process did not iet any tioo alloted to it during one tiJ:le 
ahar1n& intorvnl. 
Since Uloro ara two proco::iaoa running at tho !SO.CO t1co, thoro 
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is a very important thing we have to pay attention to, i.e., to set 
up a critical region to protect the resource shared by these two 
processes. 
Let us look at an example first. 
TITLE MUTUAL EXCLUSION FOR 
PROCESS SYNCHRONIZATION 
;The following Macro program creates a fork, ;and lets both forks run simultaneously, Each ;fork goes to sleep for 1000 msec after performing ;its action. What each does is this: there is an ;integer in location 500. Each prints it, prints ;its own message, adds 1 to the integer, and goes 
;to sleep. 
;What is interesting is the random way the two ;interrupt each other, frequently causing the ;output of one fork to be broken into by the output 
;from the other fork. 
SEARCH MOHSYH 
SEO: RESET 
MOVEI 1 
HOVEH 500 
MOVE 1,(CR%HAP+CRJST+PIECE] 
CFORK 
UOP 
START: HOVE! 1 ,. PHIOU 
HOVE 2,500 
HOVE! 3, 12 
UOOT 
.!OP 
HOVEl 1 , • PRIOI: 
HRROI 1,[ASCIZ/ FIRST FORK ACKNOWLEDGES 
/) 
PSOOT 
HOP 
AOS 500 
t10V£I 1,100 
DISUS 
JRST .stAJl'f 
Pl'l:CS: MOVE! 1,.PRIOU 
HOV£ 2,500 
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HOVEI 3,12 
HOUT 
NOP 
MOVEI 1 , • PR IOU 
HRROI 1, [ASCIZ/ OTHER FORK THANKS YOU 
/] 
PSOOT 
NOP 
ADS 500 
MOVEI 1,100 
DISHS 
JRST PIECE 
END BEG 
The output looks like the following: 
<EX HAIL.HAC> 
LIHK: Loading 
[LUKXCT MUTUAL execution] 
1 FIRST FORK ACKNOWLEDGES 
2 OTHER FORK THANKS YOU 
3 FIRST FORK ACKNOWLEDGES 
4 OTHER FORK THAllKS YOU 
5 FIRST FORK ACK1IOWLEDOES 
6 OTHER FORK TUAHKS YOU 
7 FIRST FORK ACKHOWLEDOES 
8 OnlER FORK THAllKS YOU 
9 FIRST FORK ACKJIOWLEDGES 
1 O OTHER FORK THAUKS rou 
11 FIRST FORK ACKUOWLEDGES 
12 OTHER FORK THANKS rou 
13 FIRST FORK ACKUOWLEDOES 
14 OTHER FORK THAHKS YOU 
15 OTIIER FORK TIIANKS YOU 
16 FIRST FORK ACKHmlLEDOES 
17 on1ER FORK TIIAUKS YOU 
18 FIRST FORK ACKHOWLEDOES 
19 onrER FORK TIIAflJ{S YOU 
20 FIJtST FORK ACKNOWLEOOES 
21 OTHER FORK TIIAHKS YOU 
22 FIRST FORK ACKIJOWL&D0£S 
23 OTifBR FOitK TIIAJIKS YOU 
2ii FlRST !-'ORK ACK!IOWLEOO.ES 
25 onl&R FORY. n1 AUKS YOU 
26 FIRST FORK ACYJIOULEOOE.S 
27 OTil&lt FORt: TIIAliKS YOU 
28 FlRST FORK ACKJIWLBIX'U.:S 
29 onum FORK nrAmcs YOU 
30 FIRST FORK ACKNOWLE30 OTHER FORK THANKS YOU 
DGES 
32 OTHER FORK '!'HANKS YOU 
33 FIRST FORK ACKNOWLEDGES 
34 OTHER FORK THANKS YOU 
In the above program, there are two processes running 
simul tanoously. Each one is using the same resource, which is 
memory location 500 and user I s terminal, by adding one to the 
integer stored there and printing a message, There is no critical 
region set to protect the resource, if one process is doing its job 
while the other is idling (during time delay period), the output 
looks fine. But if both of them are active in adding tho number or 
printing the mosmige, the output becomoa unpredictable, 
The oolution to thi3 problOlll J.s to sot up a critical region. 
While one process is entering tho critical region, a DCJ:laphoro 13 
cleared so that the other process is unable to ontor until the 
process loaves. When tho prooosn loaveu critical roaton, tho 
:socupbore J.u oot to one. Any other proc:e:,a can thoroforc enter. 
Tno application of :1acu1phoro guarantoea that thoro 1a only ono 
procoaa in tho critical ro&i,on at any tiuo. And bocnuao tho procoaa 
will ::sr.ny 1n the critical ro&ion l'or l.witod t.inu, t.ucu::o two 
procou:ao:i will havo chanco to ontor tho crHic.lll rogion llhon J.t. 1 a 
nvailublo, 
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Program INTER1 .MAC is an implementation of semaphore for the 
purpose of demonstrating the solution. Please refer to the comment 
on the program. If one process idles less time (delay for less 
time), it gets more chances to enter the critical region. 
The following listings are INTER1 .MAC and its output. 
TITLE PROCESSES SYNCHRONIZATION 
SEARCH MONSYH 
SEMAPH: 1 
MOVEI 1 , 1 ;SET SEMAPHORE TO 1 SO 
;THAT EITHER POCESS CAN 
;EUTER CRITICAL REGIOH. 
MOVEH 1,SEHAPH 
BEG: RESET 
HOVE! 1 
MOVEH 500 
MOVE 1, [CRJHAP+CRJST+PIECE] 
CFORK 
llOP 
START: 
HlVEI 1,1000 
DISNS 
HOP 
l·K>VE 1,SEHAPH ;CHECK IF THE OTHER 
; PROCESS IS !ti 
;CRITICAL REGION. 
CAI& 1,1 
JRST START 
SETZH SEMAPH ; PROCESS 1 IS EUTERlflG 
;CRITICAL REOIOH, WE 
;CLEAR SEMAPHORE SO fflAT 
, ;llO OUE CAN EUTER. 
MOVEl 1,.PRIOO 
HOVE 2,500 
t«>VEI 3.12 
HOUT • PRWT n1E JlUH:aErt. 
UOP 
MOVEI 1,[ASCIZ/ IT'S HY TURlf .. 1ST 
/] 
PSOOT 
AOS 500 ; ADD 1 TO nu; HUICDSR 
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MOVEI 1 , 1 
HOVEM 1,SEI-IAPH ;PROCESS 1 IS LEAVING 
;CRITICAL REGION; 
;SET SEMAPHORE TO 1 
JRST START 
PIECE: 
HOVEI 1, 1000 
DISHS ; PROCESS IS IDLE 
MOVE 1,SEHAPH 
CAIE 1 , 1 
JRST START 
SETZM SEHAPH ;PROCESS 2 IS ENTERING 
;CRITICAL REGION. 
HOVEI 1,, PRIOU 
HOVE 2,500 
HOVE! 3, 12 
HOUT 
HOP 
HRROI 1, [ASCIZ/ IT'S HY TURU - 2t1D 
/) 
PSOUT 
AOS 500 
HOVE! 1 , 1 
HOVEH 1,SEHAPH ;PROCESS 2 IS LEAVIIIG 
;CRITICAL RF.GIOH, 
JRST PIECE 
ERROR: HRROI 1,[ASCIZ/ERROR OCCUR 
/] 
PSOOT 
HALTF 
HALTF' 
EUD 
<ox intor1 .£Gao> 
LIIIK: Loading 
BEG 
[LllKXC,.'T FORK oxuoutionJ 
1 IT'S HY TUffU - 2UD 
2 lT1S HY T'UiUI .. 1ST 
3 IT'S ur rum: - 2110 
Ii IT'S HY TUWI - 1ST 
5 IT'S H't TURU - 2HD 
6 .IT'S HY TUR:I - 1ST 
7 IT'S HY rum, - 2111) 
o 1r•s HY nirm - tsr 
9 IT'S HY TIJRU - 2UJ) 
10 1r•s Hr TURU - 1ST 
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11 IT' S MY TU RN - 2 ND 
12 IT'S MY TURN - 1ST 
13 IT'S MY TURN - 2ND 
14 IT'S MY TURN - 1ST 
15 IT'S HY TURN - 2ND 
16 IT'S MY TURN - 1ST 
17 IT'S MY TURN - 2ND 
18 IT 1S HY TURN - 1ST 
19 IT'S MY TURN - 2HD 
20 IT'S MY TURN - 1ST 
21 IT'S MY TURN - 2ND 
22 IT'S MY TURN - 1ST 
23 IT'S MY TURN - 2UD 
24 IT'S MY TURN - 1ST 
25 IT 1 S MY TURN - 2ND 
26 IT'S HY TURU - 1ST 
27 IT'S MY TURN - 2ND 
28 IT'S MY TURN - 1ST 
29 IT'S HY TURN - 2HD 
30 IT'S MY TURtl - 1ST 
31 IT'S HY TUllJl - 2ND 
32 IT'S HY TURH - 1ST 
33 IT'S MY TUR?l - 211D 
3'4 IT'S HY TURll - 1ST 
35 IT'S HY TURll - 2ND 
36 IT'S MY TURU - 1ST 
37 IT'S MY TURU .. 2UD 
38 IT'S MY TURU - 1ST 
39 IT'S H'i TURH - 2UD 
'40 IT'S HY TURN - 1ST 
ll1 IT'S HY TURU .. 2HD 
42 IT1S MY runn .. 1ST 
43 IT'S MY TORM - 2f1D 
44 1T1S MY 111Rfl - 1ST 
"C 
To aolve tho .aaao problem which aight occur in tho uocond 
voraion of tho PASCAL and MACRO prograw, 1a to uuo difforont 
ao:zaphorea to protect difforent roaourcos vhich aro not allowod to 
aiaultaooouuly acaoau. For oximplo, the printor und tho uur•u 
tarrl!Ml. Ir wo vnnt to protoct t.ho print.or, wo Clln u:so a ao11aphoro 
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as a global variable in the PASCAL program and first initialize it 
0. Before a 11WRITELN( OUTPUT, •..•••• ) ; 11 , we check if the semaphore 
is O, if it is a O then set it 1, perform the writeln statement and 
set it O; if it is a 1 then wait until it is O and then enter the 
critical region. 
It is not difficult to conclude that in the first version where 
there is no such problem as to set up a critical region for mutual 
exclusion of two processes; the control will transfer to the 
interrupt service routine whon a program is interrupted and back to 
the place where it is interrupted when the interrupt service routine 
is finished. Tno second version has a fast execution - one process 
handles the interrupt conditions and the other process handles the 
main PASCAL prosram, but the trade off is that QOro attention cust 
bo paid in protecting the rosourcea shared by these two processes 
which are not allowed to be aocossed at tho same ti.mo. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Program Initiated Interrupt 
In the previous two chapters, the interrupts always occur when 
specific characters are typed at terminal. In this Chapter we are 
going to discuss another interrupt condition - Program Initiated 
Interrupt, i.e., program can generate interrupt itself by using the 
IIC raoni tor call. 
We can get a same result, namely we can let the program perform 
certain interrupt service .routines, by using tho IIC monitor call 
and by typing special characters at the terminal. The only 
difference between program initiated interrupt and tonunal 
interrupt besides coding are tho titiing whon tho intorrupta occur 
and tho way by vhioh interrupts occur. nie title when the interrupt 
oooura tor terminal 1ntorrupt is doo1dod by tho user who si ta in 
front of tho torm.1na1: and that tor pros.rm initiatod interrupt its 
dooided by tho position or the IIC monitor oall in tho progrw:s. Tho 
interrupt aorviao routine ia exocutod when tho uuor t.1pen a control 
cha.raator And it tho progt"aa 1a oxocutod t.tvo tiaoa, each tico 1t 
uay ocuur at cU.ttorcnt t.iao; it doponda on t.bo U.ctt vbon tho uur 
typoa ~o control oharaator. But tbo prc,arm irutb.tod interrupt 
vould ooour oxaot.11 at tho I.DU Um b1¢:au.ao tho oxuout.lon thlu or 
caoh 1,u,truotion 1u find, tho 1nturrupt. vlll occur uuot-ly 4 
oort&in ti&o llttor uio ot.vt or tho oxoouU.on. 
How to generate the program iri1 tia ted interrupt, following is 
an example. 
4, 1 Example 
TITLE EXAMPLE 1 - PROGRAH INITIATED INTERRUP'f 
SEARCH MONSYH, MACSYM 
;This program prints and counts from Oto 4 and each time 
;after it counts, it is interrupted by the IIC monitor 
;call, a message 11 PROORAM IS IllTERRUPTED. 11 is printed. 
LV3SAC: BLOCK 20 
UUHBER: 0 
PCLEV3: 0 
CHHTAB: 3, ,NEWPLACE 
BLOCK "D35 
LEVTAB: 0 
0 
O, ,PCLEV3 
START: RFZET 
CALL PREPARE 
SET'lH HU>WER 
HBXT: HOVE ij,tlUHBER 
CAIH 11, "'D5 
JRST EEIID 
HOVEI 1,1000 
0I$L, 
ERJHP ERRCOH 
WVEI 1,.PRIOU 
;For storing accumulators 
;when the program is 
;interrupted. 
;The number for counting. 
;Place for storing the PC 
;when the level 3 
;interrupt occurs. 
;This is a channel table. 
;This is a priority level 
;table. 
;O,,looation for storing 
;program counter when 
;priority level 3 
;interrupt oocura. 
;Initiation tor progra.Gl 
;initiatod interrupts. 
;Initiate •numbor• to 
;zero. 
;Chock it the value of 
;•number• is loa:s than 
;deoillal 5, it it 1a laoa 
; than dooical 5 than 
Jprinta it. 
;Ir it ia docbaal 5 tbon 
;so to •EEHD•. 
;Attor tho prinUng, lot 
;it idlo for 1000 Dioro 
;aocond:s. 
;Print Ula nuabor 1n 
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MOVE 
HOVE! 
NOUT 
ERJMP 
MOVEI 
MOVE 
rrc 
ERJHP 
HOVEI 
PBOUT 
HOVEI 
PBOUT 
AOS 
JRST 
2,4 
3,"D10 
ERRCOM 
1, .FHSLF 
2 , [ 400000, , 0] 
ERRCOM 
1 , 12 
1 , 15 
NUMBER 
NEXT 
;decimal. 
;Skip to next line. 
;number:= number+ 1 
;Go to loop. 
;The following is the initiation of program 
;initiated interrupts, 
PREPARE: 
PUSH 
PUSH 
MOVE! 
MOVE 
SIR 
MOVE! 
EIR 
MOVE! 
HOVE 
AIC 
17, 1 
17 ,2 
1,. FHSLF 
;Store accumulator 1, 
;Store accumulator 2. 
;Setup this fork for 
;interrupts. 
2,[LEVTAB,,CHNTABJ 
1, .FHSLF 
1, .FHSLF 
2,(1'00000,,0] 
;Set interrupt priority 
;level table and channel 
; table. 
;Enable software 
;interrupt system. 
;Activate channel o. 
;The following ATI monitor oall is not needed in 
;program initiated interrupt. 
; 
MOVE 1,(.TICCT,,O] 
AT! 
POP 
POP 
RET 
17,2 
17, 1 
;Assign control-T to 
;channel o. 
;Restore accumulator 2. 
;Restore accumulator 1. 
;Roturn. 
;Each interrupt 1a aaaoc1atcd vJ.th one channol. 
;Tho following is tho interrupt servico routine for 
;channol o. It r1rat atoroo all tho oontonta or 
;aocuaUlatora wsina block tranator; than it prtnto a 
;mo.iusa&0 "Vatob ouU Tho progru io interrupted.•: 
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;then it restores all the accumulators using block 
;transfer and then dismisses the interrupt so that the 
;interrupted program could resume execution from the 
;place where it is interrupted. 
NEWPLACE: 
HOVEi·! 17 ,LV3SAC+17 
MOVE! 17,LV3SAC 
BLT 17,LV3SAC+16 
;Save all the accumu-
;lators into the block 
;starting from LV3SAC. 
HRROI 1,[ASCIZ/Watch out! 
The 
/] 
program is interrupted. 
;Print the message. PSOUT 
MOVE 17,LV3SAC+17 ;Restore the 
;accumulators, 
HOVE 
BLT 
DEBRK 
17 ,[LV3SAC, 10] 
17, 16 
;Dismiss the interrupt. 
;The following instructions print the recent error 
;message in this fork. 
ERRCOH: HRROI 
F.SOOT 
HOVEI 
movx 
MOVEI 
ERSTR 
ERJHP 
ERJHP 
HRROI 
/] 
PSOUT 
HALTF 
1,[ASCIZ/ERROR: /] 
1 '"PRIOU 
2,<.fhsll', ,-1> 
3,0 
.+1 
.+1 
1,[ASCIZ/ 
JRST .-1 
EBUD: HALTF 
EJID START 
Tho output 1a liotod bolow: 
<ex ox:m10.mc> 
LDIK: Loading 
[LHKXCT EXAHPL oxooution) 
ovatcb outl 
Tho pros;ra.a to intorruptod. 
1 Watch out I 
The program is interrupted. 
2Watch out! 
The program is interrupted. 
3Hatoh out I 
The program is interrupted. 
4Watoh out! 
The program is interrupted, 
It you compare this example with the first example in Chapter 
2, you will find that the differences between these two programs are 
the following: 
1. In terminal interrupt, the programmer must associate the 
channel with tho special character (via ATI monitor call} 
so that when the user types the special character it 
causes the interrupt; in this example, the special 
char actor woo I t cause any interrupt, therefore there is 
no ATI aonitor call noodod. 
2. Tho way to generate an interrupt in tonaina.l interrupt ia 
to type a special oharaotor in terainal; the way to 
generate an interrupt in program initiated intorrupt ia 
to uae an IIC monitor call wboro tho procoua handle 
ahoUld be in aocUl:luJ.ator 1 and a computer word with bit n 
sot (whora n reprosonta tho channel nucbor) should bo J.n 
accumulator 2. 
3. Tho Cirat oxaaplo in Cllaptor 2 1zs to count trocs O t.o 119; 
this oxa::aplo ia to oount troi.1 O to II. 
Tho roat part ot tho proga io ouotly tho NAO. Ta.la onaplo 
&loo oxplAina that tno 1ni tialuation tor " proe,-u 1nu.1atod 
intorrupt 1a tho aaao A!S that or II to,·•.dMl interrupt. To 
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initialize the program for a terminal interrupt, please refer to 
Chapter 2. 
4.2 Discussion 
The differences be tween a terminal interrupt and a program 
initiated inte1•rupt in timing, the way to generate an interrupt and 
software coding are explained before. This example shows that once 
an IIC monitor call is executed, the program counter is changed to 
the stal"ting address of the interrupt service routine which is 
associated with the channel spcified in accumulator 2 when the IIC 
monitor call is executed. This action is pretty much like a 
procedure call, The differences between a procedure call and a 
program initiated interrupt are the following: 
1 • The place whore the return address is stored. In a 
procedure call, tho return address is stored in a ataok 
via a PUSHJ instruction; while in prosraa initiated 
interrupt, the return addre53 ia otored in a place which 
1a spoified in the right halt word ot the priority level 
table (The location in the priority level table 1s 
decided by tho level ot' tho interrupt). 
2. The resume of the program execution aftor an interrupt 
service routine is oxocuted ia done by a POPJ in a 
proooduro call; while in prosr.u:i initiatod interrupt, 
thi:s 1:s done by a DEBRK DOn1 tor call. 
3. To eonora.te prograc initJ.atod intorrupt:,, !n1t1at1on auch 
au to aet up a channol tllblc and pr•iority level t1tblo, to 
cnablo tho aoftwnro intorrupt.. .oyotott and to acUvota 
int.erupt channol uuut. bo dono; wbUo to ~ncrrato a 
proccduro call, inJ. thto ,n :,t.ack b tho only thin& to bo 
dooo. 
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From the above comparison, it seems that in general cases to 
use a procedure call is better than to use an IIC monitor call, 
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CHAPTER 5 
An Application of the Program Initiated Interrupt 
From the previous chapter, we understand that to get a same 
result, less effort will be spent to use a procedure call than to 
use a program initiated interrupt. Since a program initiated 
interrupt can get the same result as a terminal interrupt, the 
following program is designed to demonstrate this, and also to 
discuss some interesting topics on which the experiments are 
difficult to made by terminal interrupts. 
The MACRO package ( version 1) in Chapter 3 13 designed for 
PASCAL programmers to use terminal interrupts. The t'ollowing MACRO 
package is designed for PASCAL pro6raamers to uae both terminal 
interrupts and program initiated interrupts. 
5.1 MACRO Procedure 
TI11.E IIITERHU PT UTILITY in HACffO 
;Terainnl Interrupt and Progral!I Initiated Interrupt 
SEARCH HOUSYH, HACSYU 
DITERH RE'roRll, GE'IIJ::RAT, SAV~AC 
EHTRr CONTROL 
Thero ia only ono procosa act!vo durino tho 
progrni:i oxocution. 
i T'no PASCAL pt'osrru::or onn uou tbiu paokau@ 
j for to1"Uinal intorruptu nnd proqa.o 1n1t1atod 
1nto1•rupt.is. For terai mll inturrupt.u, tho 
pro~w:r::sor can dofino o. procoduro COUTROL viU1 
; tvo argw:ionto - a control ahariotor and it3 
; intorrupt aorvioo routino (lt !a tho a.lUIO uo 
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; we discussed before.); for program initiated 
interrupts, he can use a procedure GENERAT 
with one argument, i.e. the interrupt service 
routine, in the program where he desires an 
interrupt occuring. 
CONTROL: 
JRST MAIN 
MAINFK: 0 
PCLEV3: 0 
CHNTAB: 
BLOCK "D36 
LEVTAB: 0 
0 
0 1 ,PCLEV3 
CHARACT:O 
ADDRESS:BLOCK "d19 
COUNTER: 0 
;When this procedure is called, the channel is the 
;content in accumulator 10. We have to rotate the 
;bit 1 in [~00000,,0] to the proper position and put 
;the value into accumulator 2 for the ATI monitor call. 
;To activate a channel, when the ATI Qonitor call is 
;called, the process handle should be in accumulator 1 
;and bit n where n is the channel number being 
;activated should be in accumulator 2. For example, 
;it wo want to activate channel O for the current 
;process, the process handle .fhslf should be in 
;accumulator 1 and [ijOOOOO,,O] should be in aaouaulator 
;2 when tho ATI monitor call is executed. 
;It wo want to aotivato channel 2 then (100000,,0J 
;should be in accucaulator 2 (by rotate [~00000,,0) 
;right tvioo) whoo tho monitor call ATI 1D uxooutod. 
ASSIOU: 
LOOP1: 
HAJJI: 
HOVE 2, [ l;OOOOO ,,O] 
CADI 10,0 
RET 
LSU 2,-1 
SUBl 10, 1 
JRST LOOP1 
;-1 caana rotato risnt 
;onao. 
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CPOP: 
MOVE 10, COUNTER 
SUBI 2,100 
MOVEM 2, CHARACT 
;counter is the channel 
;number to this interrupt 
;procedure control call, 
;convert the character to 
;control characters. 
;Store the character for 
;the ATI monitor call, 
HRRZ 
HOVEH 
HRLI 
HRR 
MOVE 
MOVEH 
MOVEI 
MOVE 
SIR 
MOVEI 
EIR 
HOVEI 
CALL 
AIC 
MOVE 
HRH 
HRL 
ATI 
3,3 
3,ADDRESS(10) 
11,3 ;Build the channel table. 
AOS 
HOVE 
CAIE 
JRST 
HOVEI 
CAILE 
JRST 
HOVi:li 
11 , 3 
10,COUNTER 
11,CHNTAB(10) 
1, .FHSLF 
2,[LEVTAB,,CHNTAB] 
1, .FHSLF 
1 1 • FHSLF 
ASSIGN 
10, COUNTER 
111 Q 
1,CHARACT 
COUHTER 
1,COUUTER 
1,6 
CPOP 
1,"d23 
, , .. d35 
HSO 
1,COUUTI::R 
;Enable interrupts. 
;Activate channel, 
;Assign specific control 
;character to the channel 
;activated in the AIC 
;monitor call. 
;Chock it the channel is 
;greater than s. If it 
;is then assisn decimal 
;23 to it, 
;Check if channel number 
;is grontor than 35, It' 
;it. is then print tho 
;uoosacu and halt, 
;Store tho channel next 
;avnllablo in 1:1ocory 
;location oountor. 
POPJ 17, 
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;The address of the interrupt service procedure is in 
;accumulator 2 when this procedure is called. We 
;compare the content in accumulator 2 (first zero the 
;left half word) with the first content in the 11address 11 
;table, if they are not the same, then we compare it 
;with the second element in the 11address" table and so 
;forth until we find it in the "address 11 table. The 
;index of the element found is the channel number enabled 
;for the interrupt service routine in accumulator 2. By 
;an IIC monitor call, the program generates an interrupt 
;and the procedure whose starting address is in accumu-
;lator 2 is performed. 
GENERAT: 
SETZH 10 
LOOP2: 
HRRZ 
CAMU 
JRST 
ADDI 
CAIE 
JRST 
HOVEI 
COMPARE: 
TAD.: 
CAILE 
JRST 
JRST 
HOVE! 
CALL 
IIC 
ERJMP 
RET 
LV3AC: BLOCK 20 
SAVEAC: UOV!::H 
H0V£I 
BLT 
HOVE 
RET 
RSTUWI: HOVE 
BLT 
HOV& 
DEDRK 
2,2 
2,ADDRESS(10) 
TAIL 
10, 1 
10,6 
COHPARE 
10,"D23 
10, .. D35 
HSG2 
LOOP2 
1,. FJISLF 
ASSIGU 
ERRCOH 
17, LV3AC+ 17 
17,LV3AC 
17,LY3AC...16 
1'/ ,LV3AC+17 
17 ,[LV3AC, ,OJ 
17, 16 
17, LY)AC+ 17 
BRRCOH: HRROI 1, ( ASCIZ/ERROfh /) 
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/] 
ESOUT 
MOVEI 
MOVX 
HOVEI 
ERSTR 
ERJHP 
ERJMP 
HRROI 
PSOUT 
HALTF 
1, .PRIOU 
2 , < • fh sl f , , -1 > 
3,0 
.+1 
.+1 
1,[ASCIZ/ 
JRST .-1 
!1SG: HRROI 1 , [ ASCIZ/ The maximum number of procedure CONTROL handled by the system is 19, Right now, you have wore than 19, Please modify your program and try again. 
I] 
PSOUT 
HALTF 
.HSG2: HRROI 1,[asciz/The procedure n~ic 
hasn't been defined yet. 
I] 
PSOUT 
HALTF 
END 
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To demonstrate this package, the following PASCAL 
program is used. The output is listed after the 
PASCAL program. 
5,2 PASCAL Program 
PROGRAM INTERRUPT(OUTPUT); 
( * PROO RAH IN12F. PAS !if) 
(f This program calls three external *) 
( it procedures - RETURN, CONTROL and GENERAT. •) 
(* It responds to control characters typing*) 
( * at the terminal during execution, i, e,, if) 
(* the relevant interrupt service routines *) 
(* will be perfomed when the control char- *) 
(* acters are typed. This capability is *) 
(* the same as we discussed before. *) 
(* There is one capability which is diff- *) 
(* ent from the first example in Chapter 3, *) 
(* i.e., inside the PASCAL program, the *) 
( * programmers can use a procedure GEflERAT *) 
(* with an argument as the interrupt service*) 
(* routine to generate an interrupt. *) 
(* The loop in the Qain PASCAL program con-*) 
(* taining GEllERAT(AAA) and GENERAT(BBB) 5 *) 
(• times, so thre are ten interrupts *) 
(* generated, five of them performing •) 
(* procedure AAA and five of them performing*) 
(I BBB. i) 
VAR 
DIT: INTEGER; 
INT2: D!TEGER; 
A, B, C, 0 1 E, F: I!ITEGER; 
DIDEX: IHTF.GER; 
X: IUTEOER; 
PROCEDURE REnJRH; 
EXTERII; 
PROCEDURE CONTROL(CH: CHAR; PROCEDURE SERVICE); EXTERN; 
PROCEDURE GENERAT(PROCEDURE SERVICE); EXTERN; 
PROCEDURE SAVEAC; 
EXTERN; 
PROCEDURE ABC i 
BEGIN 
SAVEAC; 
WRITELN( I HELLO, THIS rs PROCEDURE ABC I) j INT:= INT DIV 10; WRITE('AFTER DIVIDED BY 10 THE 1 ); WRITELN( 1 UUHBER BECOHES ' , INT: 1 ) ; WRITELN; 
RETURN; 
END {ABC}; 
PROCEDURE AAA; 
VAR 
I: INTEGER; 
K: IHTEGER; 
DI:Xllll 
SAVEAC; 
ttRITE( 1HI TH~RE, 'lll1S IS PROCEDURE 1 ); WRITBLU( 'AAA• ) ; 
IllT :: INT + 2; 
URITE( 1 AF"l'ER ADDED BY 2 THE llUHBER 1 ); WRITELU( 1BECOHES 1 , WT: 1); WRITELU; 
RE!Untl; 
EUD (AAA); 
PROCEDURE DEF; 
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BEGIN 
SAVEAC; 
WRITELN( 1 HOWDY, THIS IS PROCEDURE DEF 1 ) i INT := INT * 20; 
WRITE( 1 AFTER MULTI PLIED BY 20, THE 1 ) i WRITELN( 1NUHBER BECOMES 1 , INT: 1); 
WRITELN; 
RETURH; 
END {DEF}; 
PROCEDURE BBB; 
BEGIN 
SAVEAC; 
WRITELll( 1 HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB') i IllT2 : : A + B + C + D + E + F; WRITELN( 1 THE COtlSTANT IS 1 , Il1T2: 1); 
HRITELll;. 
RETURU; 
END {bbb}; 
BEOill {IUTERRUPT} 
!lit:: 20; 
A :: 10; 
D :: 15; 
C :: 5; 
D :: 20; 
E :: O; 
F :: 1; 
COUTROL( 'T', DEF); 
COUTROL( 'G' , AAA) ; 
COHTROL( 'X' , BBB); 
\IRITELU(TT1 1 1Tbio i:s a utility proga.m. '); WRIT£1.U(tty, 'Hit •CONTROL-C" to exit. 1 ); WlllTELU; 
w;uraut •rue ,ruuatR IS , , 1u·r: 1 >; 
WRlTELU; 
FOR I?IDEX := 1 TO 5 00 
BOOIU 
X :: O; 
\IHlLB X < 10000 DO 
X :: X • 1, 
OEll!:mAT( AAA) ; 
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GENERAT(BBB); 
END; 
END {interrupt}. 
5.3 Output 
<EX IN12F. PAS, INH12F. HAC> 
MACRO: INTERR 
LillK: Loading 
[LNKXCT IllTERR execution] 
OUTPUT 
This is a utility program. 
Hit 11 COHTROL-C 11 to exit. 
THE HUHBER IS 20 
HI THERE, THIS IS PROCEDURE AAA 
AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE HUHBER BECOMES 22 
HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB 
THE COllSTAUT IS 51 
HI THERE, THIS IS PROCEDURE AAA 
AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE HUHi3ER BECOHES 211 
HI, THIS IS PROCr;DURE BBB 
THE COllSTAllT IS 51 
HI TIIERE, 'l11IS IS PROCEDURE AU 
AFTER ADDED BY 2 nl£ HUHBER BECOHES 26 
HI, Til!S IS PROcgOORE BBB 
THE COllSTAUT IS 51 
H1 nums, THIS IS PROCEDURE AAA 
AFTER ADDED BY 2 TIIB nu•au:R D£C0t-ms 28 
HI, niIS IS PR0C£DUR£ DBB 
Tilf COUSTAflT IS 51 
HI Til£RE, nus IS PJlOClroURE AAA 
AP1'SR A0D£D BY 2 TifB HUHilER SECOJ{ES 30 
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THE CONSTANT rs 51 
If during the program execution, the user types 
a control-T, the interrupt service routine for 
control-T1 which is procedure DEF will be 
displayed. The following output listing 
demonstrated this. 
<ex in12f,pas, inn12f,mac> 
PAS CAL : INTERR 
MACRO: INTERR 
LINK: Loading 
(LNKXCT INTERR execution] 
OUTPUT 
This is a utility program. 
Hit 11 COHTROL-C 11 to exit. 
THE NUMBER IS 20 
HI THERE, THIS IS PROCEDURE AAA 
AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE llUMBER BECOMES 22 
HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB 
THE CONSTANT IS 51 
HI THERE, nus IS PROCEDURE AAA 
AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE UUHBER BECOHES 211 
HI, nus IS PROCEDURE BBB 
TIIE COUSTAJIT IS 51 
III TI{ERE, nus IS PROCEDURE AAA 
AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE !IUHBl::R BECOMES 26 
HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE DOB 
11lE C011STAIIT IS 51 
-->A control-Tis typod, 
UCTdOY, THIS IS PROCEDURE DEF 
APTER ~aJLTIPLIED DX 20, n1E UUHBER a:;coHES 520 
HI THE.RE, nus IS PROCEtlUH6 AAA 
AFTER ADDED BY 2 nn: UUl-li3£R B!::COHES 522 
HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB 
nnt CUJSTAZIT IS 51 
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HI THERE, 'l'HIS IS PROCEDURE AAA 
AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE UUl·IBER BECOIJES 524 
HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB 
THE CONST ANT IS 51 
5.4 Discussion 
In the discussion part of Chapter 2, we mentioned the 
following: If the programmer defines two interrupt service routines 
for a same control character in the PASCAL program, the latest 
def'ined procedure will be performed if such control character is 
typed in terminal during program execution; is there any way ue can 
let the interrupt service routine which is defined earlier be 
perforwed? 
Hore wo can explain why the anser is Yes. Since the channel 
which is associated wi tb this control character in the first COHTROL 
call is 3till aotivo, We can u:so nn IIC (pro&rl!J!l initiated 
inter•rupt) con.itor call to porform t.he intorrupt service routine 
dotinod earlier. In tho IIC conitor callt tho prosra:mer can 
apooU'y t.ho channel nu::bor in nocWJulat.or 2 to ini tiatc tho 
interrupt. 
The: folla.,ine prouw;z douonutratoa that. procedure AAA io 
r,,arro'°"od duo to tho cont.rol-X buing; t:,pod in t.01'.1.ioo.l and prooodul'o 
aon 14 p,crton::od tivo ti&:(20 duo to tho UC '-'i'lnJ. tor call ( Procoduro 
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CONTROL perfoms the IIC monitor call. ) • To save space, we only list 
the main PASCAL program, the rest of the program is the same as the 
PASCAL program listed in this Chapter. 
BEGIN 
INIT; 
CONTROL( IT I 'DEF) j 
CONTROL( 1G1 ,AAA); 
COHTROL( IX I 'BBB) j 
COllTROL( IX I 'AAA) i 
WRITELN(TTY, 1This is a utility prosram.'); 
HRITELN(TTY, 'Hit 11 COllTROL-C 11 to exit. 1 ); 
WRITELU; 
HRITELU{ 'THE lW!1BER IS ', IUT: 1); 
WRITELN; 
FOR INDEX:: 1 TO 5 DO 
BEXiill 
X :: O; 
WHILE X < 10000 DO 
X::X+1; 
GEllERAT(BBB) i 
EllD; 
EUD; 
nte output looks like tho following: 
<ox in12f.pao, inn12t.nnc> 
PASCAL: IUTERR 
UACRO: IUTERR 
1.IUY.: Loading 
[LHKXCT IUTERR oxocution] 
OOTPUT : 
'nil~ 1~ a utility protra.~. 
U1 t •cODlntOL-C• to ox.1 t. 
fflE 1Wllilf:R IS 20 
HI, nus lS PJ«>C':WUR& B.06 
TH£ COllSTAUf rs 51 
HI, nus IS PROCSDURE bDB 
ao 
THE CONSTANT rs 51 
HI, THIS rs PROCEDURE BBB 
THE CONSTANT rs 51 
HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB 
THE CONSTANT rs 51 
-->A control-Xis typed. 
HI THERE, THIS rs PROCEDURE AAA 
AFTER ADDED BY 2 THE NUMBER BECOl·IBS 22 
HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BDB 
THE CONSTANT IS 51 
The following experiment is dit'fioul t to make on a terminal 
interrupt because it's difficult for a person to control the timing. 
During the execution of an interrupt service routine, if another 
interrupt with same priority level as the one in processing occurs, 
the PSI syste1:1 uemories it and serves it soon after the interrupt 
service routine finishes. The following PASCAL program using 
probTaD initiated interrupts illu3tratea this. Tile output listing 
is right attor the progr:w listing. 
ij 1 
PROGRAM INTERRUPT(OUTPUT); 
(* During the execution of procedure BBB, an U) (* interrupt service routine for a program w) (* initiated interrupt, another interrupt 1) (* with the same priority level occurs. In *) (* this program, the priority level for each*) (* program initiated interrupt is 3. *) 
VAR 
INT: INTEGER; 
INT2: INTEGER; 
A, B, C, D, E, F: IIITEGER; 
IIIDEX : INTEGER; 
X: IHTEGEU; 
PROCEDURE RETUIDl; 
EXTERII; 
PROCEDURE COUTROL(CU: CHAR; PROCEDURE SERVICE); EXTERll; 
PROCEDURE GEilERAT( PROCEDURE SERVICE); 
EXTER11; 
PROCEDURE SAVEAC; 
£XTERU; 
Pil0C£DUit6 ABC; 
iJEOIJf 
SAVEAC; 
llftlTE:1.Jf( 111.&J.01 THIS IS PROC&OURS ABC'); IUT :11 IHT DIV 10; 
UHIT£( 'AfTi!R DIVIDED B't 10 nu: flUKJl!itt); 
WRITELN(' BECOMES 1 , INT: 1); 
WRITELN; 
RETURN; 
END {ABC}; 
PROCEDURE AAA; 
VAR 
I: INTEGER; 
K: IUTEGER; 
BEGill 
SAVEAC; 
WRITE( 1 HI THERE, THIS IS PROCEDURE'); 
WRITELN( ' AAA 1 ); 
INT := !UT + 2; 
WRITE('AFTER ADDEO BY 2 THE llUHBEil '); 
WRITELN( 'BECOHES 1 , ItlT: 1); 
WRITELN; 
RETURU; 
EIIO {AAA}; 
PROCEDURE DEF; 
BEOIU 
SAVEAC; 
WnITELH( I HOUDY, nus IS PROCEDURE DEF' ) ; IHT ::: IUT I 20; 
ilRITB( 1AFTER MULTIPLIED BY 20, THE 1 ); WRITELU( 'HUMBER BECOHES 1 , IHT: 1) i 
WRlTELII; 
RE11JRJI; 
EIID (DEF) i 
POOCEDURE aaa; 
OEOW 
SAVEAC; 
WfUTW.H( 'Ill, THIS IS PffOC£00R& DD0 1 ); 
Ot!lEBAT(OEF); 
lfJT2 : a A • D +- C + D • & ~ F; 
W RITELH( • TUE COUSTAHT JS • • WT2: 1) ; WIUT&LU; 
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RETURN; 
END {bbb} i 
BEGIN {INTERRUPT} 
INT:: 20; 
A := 10; 
B := 15; 
C :: 5; 
D : = 20; 
E : = O; 
F : = 1; 
CONTROL(' T1 , DEF); 
CONTROL( 'G 1 , AAA) ; 
CONTROL('X', BBB); 
HRITELN(TTY, 1 This is a utility program. 1 ); 
WRITELU(tty, 'Hit 11 CONTROL-C" to exit.'); 
WRITELH; 
WRITELN( 1 THE HUMBER IS ' , IUT: 1); 
WRITELN; 
FOR INDEX:: 1 TO 5 DO 
BEGIN 
X :: O; 
WHll.E X < 10000 DO 
X:::X+1; 
GENERAT( BBB); 
END; 
EHD (interrupt}, 
During the execution or the prograa initiated int.orrupt 
GEllERAT(DBB) in tho PASCAL progrw:i above, at'tor the raoaoaso "UI, 
nus rs PROCEDURE BBB" ia diaplo,yed, another prosraa iru. tiatod 
interrupt OEtlERAT(DEF} occur:.. Tho tollmtine output 5h<N3 th:it it, 
finiuhos oxooution procoduro aaa (It printo tbu =n~a.a&o •THE 
COUSTA.UT IS 51") and thon utart:s oxccutint procuduro DEF. 
<EX IU12F.PAS. nm12F.HAC> 
LIHK: Loadir,s 
( LllKXCT I:UTtrRR oxooutionJ 
OOTPIJ1' 
This is a utility program. 
Hit 11 CONTROL-C" to exit. 
THE NUMBER IS 20 
HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB 
THE CONSTANT IS 51 
HOWDY, THIS IS PROCEDURE DEF AFTER MULTIPLIED BY 20, THE NUMBER BECOMES 400 
HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB 
THE CONSTANT IS 51 
HOWDY, THIS IS PROCEDURE DEF AFTER MULTIPLIED BY 20, THE NUHBER BECOHES 8000 
HI, THIS rs PROCEDURE BBB 
THE CONST ANT IS 51 
HOWDY, THIS IS PRO CE DU RE DEF AFTER MULTIPLIED BY 20, THE UUHBER BECOHES 160000 
HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB 
THE CONSTANT rs 51 
HOWDY, THIS IS PROCEDURE DEF AFTER HULTIPLIED BY 20, nm NUHBER BECOMES 3200000 
HI, THIS IS PROCEDURE BBB 
THE COHSTAflT IS 51 
HOWDY, THIS IS PROCEDURE DEF AFTER MULTIPLIED BY 20, TIIE llUMDER BECOHES 611000000 
CHAPTER 6 
Other Interrupt Conditions and Some Features on the PSI system 
6.1 Other Interrupt Conditions 
Besides terminal interrupt and program initiated interrupt, 
following conditions may also cause the program to be interrupted: 
1, When an invalid instruction is encountered during program 
execution, an interrupt will be initiated. For example, 
if the user has a monitor call in his program which needs 
wheel or operator capability enabled, the program 
execution will be interrupted and stop. 
2. When an illegal memory reference is encountered, an 
interrupt can be initiated. For example, if the user's 
program has a nonexistent page reference or any system 
protected memory reference, his program execution will be 
interrupted. 
3. \fhen the following conditions occur arithootic 
overflow, underflow or arithmetic floating point 
overflow, underflow, the prosr.w will bo intorr•upted. 
''· \/hen certain file or device conditions occur, the progr.w 
will bo interrupted. For oxacple, when tho card reader 
baa finished roadine; a cnrd, tho CPU is interrupted and 
the card roador service procedure is begun. Tho card 
reader aorvico procedure must govo tho card Just road to 
tho i:nin cuaory locotion whore tho CPU expects it, chock 
to seo if any reading errorc ooourrod, pooaibly check to 
Doo if the card coluan oonta!M a valid chnractor, and 
i~sue an instruction to ntart roadins tho noxt cnt"d. 
5. Vhcn an interior proocu 1.G ton:inatod, an interrupt 
occurs. tor ox~plo, whilo a pro&l"nmor b at. tho 
ton::ind, poauibly in tno wdttlo or dobugg1ng a. proun.=i, 
it gny ooco=o OOCO:JMI"'/ t.o DOnd u l.!OUUGO via HAIL. By 
e1uantJ ot tbu me cor.:mand PUSH G now me proouiw io 
zit.Art.ad in Pl)rallol to t.nu proc-u.i,:; boi~ dobu0s;od. Thllt. 
2XHC ann in turn r~n HAIL brJnoet.:1th lt. Unon tno uuor b 
dOM aondi~ U1c ~~u»s;u, Uto POP c~nd. to Lho .lnto,•1ro 
me 11111 ton:1in.ata itt and cont.rol or tno wr.:almll will 
be pnuaott to tho ;;n;c rrw vhlc.h Ua@ oritin.Al PUSH 
occurred. The other process may then be continued. 
6. When the system resource is unavailable, an interrupt is 
generated. For example, when the program requests 
plotting a graph of results on the plotter, and the 
plotter has not been turned on yet, the interrupt stops 
the running program and transfers control to an interrupt 
handler, which performs some appropriate action. 
7. When using Interprocess Communication Facility {IPCF) and 
Enqueue/Dequeue Capacities, interrupts can be generated. 
IPCF allows a message to be sent between cooperating 
processes, which share the same resources. It provides a 
useful means for processes to communicate requests and 
responses by means of exchanging message packets. Each 
sender and receiver is identified by a unique process 
identifier, a PIO, that the system assigns to each 
process that uses IPCF. rlhen a process perfol"ll!s tho 
HSEHD JSYS, a message is in the form of a packet and can 
be sent to either the specified PIO or tho ststem process 
<SYSTEH>IUFO. The pacl,ot, if sent to the receiver's 
queue remains there until the receiver performs the HRCV 
JSYS. n1e receiving process has the option of either 
per•iodioally cbeckins to see if there is .i.n incominc; 
packet, or enabling itself to receive a sot'tware 
interrupt when a packet is placed in the input queue. 
The Enqueue/Dequeue facility irwuros data integrity w.,ong 
processes when the processes cooporate in their uoo of 
both tho facility and the phyoical roaour•co. A resource 
is defined by tho procaaaos which use it. Because there 
1:s coapotition at10nG processes tor uue ur a re:sourco, 
each roaourco is asuociated with a qucuo. T'no quouo in 
tho ordering of the roquo!lts for tho rcaource. When a 
roguc,st tor tho renourco is 6-rantad, a lock occur.a 
bot.woon tho process that ando tho rcquo:st and tho 
ro:iouoco. For tho duration or tho lock, that p~ocoso is 
the OMnor ot tho rosourcu. Otbar procoa:u:us roquoating 
accoDa to tnu ronourco w·o placod in tho quouo until tho 
C1i,tnor rolina.ui.:u103 tho lock. Proco~zoa obtain accoa3 to 
a upooific ro!l4urco by plaoins a rcquu:n. in the quouc for 
t.ho 1•oaourC'tl. Thia requoot i~ &uOOr4t.od by the EltQ 
i:on.itor call. Tbdu 0onor4to.u an .lntcrrupt. Tno 
intorrupr. oorvko routine cnook,0 1.r tho ru-,ourco J.a 
l.ook4d. lt it h boing u:wd by unot.bor procoau, t.hb 
rcquunt 11111 bCf pur, on the; quouo. Mhun tno ro.JOurettt 1::, 
AYa.U~blo, tuu pro~:w oxocuUon will tihtn conr.inuo. On 
tho other ow:u. wnun tho proooal.'I wh.hili b u4ins tthl 
ro:wurco rt niantt.:, • H, Uu:tn i:u~uoo tho DEQ :."i>n.itor u.i.U. 
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This generates an interrupt which releases the loclc by 
removing the request from the queue and makes the 
resource available to the next waiting process. 
8. When pushdown list overflow - the number of I push' is 
much more than the number of 'po p 1 , an interrupt will be 
generated. 
6.2 Some Features about the PSI system on DEC 20 
As DEC 20 users, we are aware that a control-C character being 
typed at the terminal will terminate the job we are doing and bring 
the control back to EXEC. EXEC is the command processor in TOPS-20 
by which the users can coramunica te their requests with the monitor. 
Some of the readers might also auare that by_ typing <I PROGRAM> in 
monitor mode, we can find the information <SET CONTROL-C-
CAPABILITY>. Is that to set control-c-capability something to do 
with the ability to typo a control-C to bring the control back to 
EXEC? 
After wo did the oxporimont to sot UO COUTROL-C-CAPABILITY and 
run a PASCAL prosraa, we round that a control-C character boins 
typed could a.l:so tor~inato the program execution. 
Another oxperitlont shoua that not no COUiflOL-C-CAPAIUl«U:X aoana 
that tho users aro no lor.ser ablo to handlo tho ciontrol-C 1ntorrupt 
condition in thoir proora.an. lf tbu pro(P'an oontaininu tho control-
in.otruation --- at ---- -JSYS @rror: Cootr-ol-C «uif>ilbilit-y ruqu.iruc• 
aa 
will be displayed. If we set it back, the program works fine. If 
we modify the program so that it doesn 1 t handle the control-c 
interrupt itself, even we turn the control-c-capabili ty off, it 
still works well. This proves that control-c-capability is nothing 
to do with the system's action to terminate a job. It is only 
relevant to the users' programs if they handle the control-c 
interrupt themselves. 
It seems impossible to find out the channel table and priority 
level table for the default actions in PSI system for handling all 
kinds · of interrupt conditions. However, the memory locations of 
each channel table, priority level table for LIHK program, SCRmE 
program, EDIT program, etc. can be found by typing <I PSI-STATUS> 
after we run a program, scribe a program, edit a program, etc. The 
channel number which is enabled during program running, scribing or 
editing will also be provided in the cotlllland of <I PSI-STA'lUS>. 
For oxaoplo, after we edit a prograo and type <I PSI> in 
command code, tho system will provide with tho following information 
on PSI sy:,tem. 
PSI ia OU, Lf.'VTAB:20327, CUUTAB:20332 
Levol.s in progress= Hone 
Chonnola enabled= 3, 9, 12, 20 
Channel:, Wni ting : Ilona 
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After we use the DDT (Dynamic Debugging Tool) to find the 
locations of the interrupt service routine, which are in the right 
half of the channel table, we get the following information: 
0 chntab/ 
chntab+1/ 
chntab+2/ 
chntab+3/ 
chntab+4/ 
chntab+5/ 
chntab+6/ 
CHNTAB+7/ 
chntab+10/ 
chntab+11/ 
chntab+12/ 
chntab+13/ 
chntab+1ll/ 
chntab+15/ 
chntab+16/ 
chntab+17/ 
chntab+20/ 
chntab+21/ 
chntab+22/ 
chntab+23/ 
chntab+24/ 
chntab+25/ 
chntab+26/ 
chntab+27/ 
chnt.ab+30/ 
ohntnb+31/ 
chntab+32/ 
chntab+33/ 
cbntab+)~/ 
chntnb+35/ 
chntnb+36/ 
chntab+37/ 
obntab+40/ 
clmtab+41/ 
chntnb+ll2/ 
chntab+~3/ 
0 
0 
1,,TRAP# =1,,ll436 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1,,PDLTRPU =1,,4504 
0 
0 
1, ,DSKTRP# 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1,,DSKTRP# :1,,4717 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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deactivated, will the right half word in the channel table for that 
channel in different programs be the same? That is, will the 
starting address of the interrupt service routine for the same 
channel under different programs be the same? As you can see from 
the following that EDIT, LIHK and BASIC all enable channel 9 for 
terminal interrupts. Since channel 9 is always asscuiated with the 
interrupt condition - pushdown overflow, does each interrupt service 
routine in those programs start at a same memory locaton? 
For EDIT: 
<I PSI> 
PSI is OIi, LEVTAB:20327, CHUTAB:20332 
Levels in progress= Hono 
Channels enabled= 3, 9, 12, 20 
Channels Waiting = Hone 
For LIHK: 
<EX EHD, PAS> (This prograz:i prints I hello' 10 tiuea.) 
LI!lK: Loading 
[LHKY.CT E?lDLES oxooution] 
OOTPUT 
<I PHOORAH> 
Uoed 0:01:36 in 0:59:01 
TOPS-20: 0:00:00.2 
SET UUO-SIMULATIOH ( FOR PROO RAH) 
SET COUTROL-C-CAPABILITY (OF PJlOORAH) 
SET TYP£0UT ~k)DE UUHERIC 
=> LDlK (1): HALT nt 410116, 0:00:00.9 
<l PSI> 
PSI tu OU, Lf::VTA.D:1357, CHUTAlli;-1)72 
Lovols in prowo.oa:: Uonu 
Cbannob o~blud :: 9 
Channel:; WD.i til1i; 11 llonu 
<RX l.U12f,PAS, nmtzP.UAC> (Thu outl1a.t b 1.1:Jt.od bclov.) 
PASCAL: IUTlilR 
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MACRO: INTERR 
LINK: Loading 
[LNKXCT INTERR execution] 
OUTPUT 
This is a utility program. 
Hit 11 CONTROL-C 11 to exit. 
THE NUMBER IS 20 
HI, THIS rs PROCEDURE BBB 
THE CONSTANT rs 51 
HOWDY I THIS rs PROCEDURE DEF 
AFTER ~RJLTIPLIED BY 20, THE NUMBER BECOMES 400 
HI, THIS rs PROCEDURE BBD 
'l'HE CONSTANT rs 51 
HOWDY I THIS IS PROCEDURE DEF 
AFTER MULTIPLIED BY 20, THE NUHBER BECOMES 8000 
HI, THIS rs PROCEDURE BBB 
'l1IB COllSTANT IS 51 
HOWDY, 'l11IS IS PROCEDURE DEF 
AFTER HULTIPLIED DY 20, THE UUMBER BECOHES 160000 
HI, nus IS PROCEDURE BBB 
THE COIISTANT IS 51 
HOilDY, THIS IS PROCEDURE DEF 
AFTER MULTIPLIED BI 20, THE IJUl·!Blm ilECOHES 3200000 
HI, 'liilS IS PROCEDO RE BBB 
THE COHSTAHT IS 51 
HOU DY' nus IS PROCEDURE DEF 
AFTER llUl.T!PLIED Br 20, nJE UUHBER BECOMES 61;000000 
<l PROORAM> 
Uuod 0:01:41 in 0:59:31 
TOPS-20: 0:00:00.7 
SET UUO-SUIILATlOU (!,'OR PROORAH) 
Sh'T COUTHOL-C•CAPADILITY (OF PHOORAH) 
ser TYPEOUT ,,cos )CUM::P.IC 
:i) PASCAL (1); HA.I.Tat 1111042, 0:00:03.9 
<1 PSI> 
PSI is ON, LEVTAB:615 1 CHNTAB:551 Levels in progress = None 
Channels enabled= O, 1, 2, 9 Channels Wai ting = None 
For PASCAL COMPILER 
<COMPILE END. PAS> 
PASCAL: ENDLES 
<I PROORAH> 
Used 0:01:15 in 0:48:50 
TOPS-20: 0:00:01,8 SET UUO-SIHULATION (FOR PROGRAM) SET CONTROL-C-CAPABILITY (OF PROGRAH) SET TYPEOUT l·KlDE UUHERIC 
:> PASCAL (1): HALT at 505553, 0:00:00,5 <I PSI> 
PSI is Otl, LEVTAB= 156751 , CHNTAD= 15676!1 Levelo in progress = Hone 
Channels enabled = 9 
Channels Wai ting = None 
For SCRIBE: 
<I PROORAH> 
Used 0:01: 16 in 0:50:04 TOPS-20: 0:00:02,1 SET UUO-SIHULATIOH (FOR PROOHAH) SET COUTROL-C-CAPABILITY (OF PHOORAH) SET Ti'PEOUT ?-DOI:! UUHERIC :> SCRIBE (1): "C t'rou 10 wait at 703543, 0:00:00.3 <I PSI> 
PSI iS OFF, LEVTAB:0, C!IUTAD=O Ltivola in proGJ'OH = Uono Channol:J enabled :. Hono Channolo \lilitinc = Zlono 
r'o,• 0;\.';IC 
<I PROORA.11> 
U@d OiOl:17 in O:S0:32 
'TOPS-20: 0:00:02,3 SET UUO-S!HUUTIOU ( rOR PNO:nw,I) 
sar COIITffOL-C-CAPAOlLITr (OF PROORAH) 
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SET TYPEOUT HODE NUr.JERIC 
=> BASIC ( 1): HALT at 21312, 0:00:00 .2 
Fork 2: HALT at 455, 0:00:00.0 
<I PSI> 
PSI is ON, LEVTAB:443474, CHNTAB:443161 
Levels in progress = None 
Channels enabled= O, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 15, 16, 17, 
20, 22 
Channels Waiting = None 
Using DDT, we found that the starting addresses of the service 
routine for channel 9 among EDIT, PASCAL COHPILER and BASIC are 
different. 
For EDIT: 
chntab+11/ 1,,4504 
For BASIC IllTERPHETER: 
ohntab+11/ 1,,443577 
For PASCAL COMPILER: 
cmtra. I+ 11 / 10000,, PDL TRPD 
Using DDT (DynarJio Dobum;ins Tool), we round that both proGrWl 
EDIT and prosra.ci LIUK onablcd channel 9 f'or pushdown liut overt low, 
but their interrupt survioo routinoa a.ro different. 
Further otudy ia noodcd to oxplain that wby tno content or loft 
iutlr vord of tho niooth U.no in tiuJ onanna.1 t-nblu aoovu 1D ucator 
tb:in J. AG wo knoll, tho left half vord or c chnnn11l t.ablo b tho 
pr.t.or.i t.y level (or :tn interrupt a~®oia t..od with a cortafo ol'uuinol. 
Sfo~o thoru aro only throo lovob, 1. o. luval 1, luvo.l 2 and lovlttl 
3, accepted in PSI system, and after compiling a PASCAL program, we 
listed the content in the channel table for channel 9, and found the 
left half word was 10000 octal! 
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